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EDITOR SPEECH
International Conference on Business, technology and Innovation is the 5th
international interdisciplinary peer reviewed conference which publishes works of the
scientists as well as practitioners in the area where UBT is active in Education, Research
and Development.
The UBT aims to implement an integrated strategy to establish itself as an
internationally competitive, research-intensive university, committed to the transfer of
knowledge and the provision of a world-class education to the most talented students
from all backgrounds. It is delivering different courses in science, management and
technology.
This year we celebrate the 15th Years Anniversary.
The main perspective of the conference is to connect the scientists and practitioners
from different disciplines in the same place and make them be aware of the recent
advancements in different research fields, and provide them with a unique forum to
share their experiences.
It is also the place to support the new academic staff for doing research and publish their
work in international standard level.
This conference consists of sub conferences in different fields:
Management, Business and Economics
Humanities and Social Sciences (Law, Political Sciences, Media and
Communications)
Computer Science and Information Systems
Mechatronics, Robotics, Energy and Systems Engineering
Architecture, Integrated Design, Spatial Planning, Civil Engineering and
Infrastructure
Life Sciences and Technologies (Health and Food)
This conference is the major scientific event of the University for Business and
Technology. It is organizing annually and always in cooperation with the partner
universities from the region and Europe.
In this case as partner universities are: University of Vlora, University of Tirana –
Faculty of Economics and University of Durres.
As professional partners in this conference are: Kosova Association for Control,
Automation and Systems Engineering (KA – CASE), Kosova Association for Modeling
and Simulation (KA – SIM), Quality Kosova, Kosova Association for Management.
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This conference is sponsored by EUROSIM - The European Association of Simulation.
We have to thank all Authors, partners, sponsors and also the conference organizing
team making this event a real international scientific event.
This year we have more application and publication than last year. Congratulation!
Edmond Hajrizi, Chair
University for Business and Technology
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Urban/ Architectural and Cultural/ Historical Analyses
of Rural Settlements-Region “Reka e keqe” in Kosova
and Region “Reka e epërme” in Macedonia
Binak Beqaj1, Enis Jakupi2
1

UBT – Higher Education Institution, Lagjja Kalabria, 10000 p.n., Prishtine,
Kosovo
bbeqaj@ubt-uni.net1, e.jakupi78@hotmail.com2

Abstract. Rural settlement size and its extension are some of the main factors that is responsible
for settlement success in achieving its development objectives. Interlinks between settlement
functions and location; are dependent on the socio-economic general conditions of the society.
These conditions were rapidly changing over the last century.
As case studies have been taken the region called “Reka e keqe” (eight rural areas) in Kosova
and region called “Reka e eperme” (eleven rural areas) in Macedonia. Those regions have
geographical position, territorial expansion, population, tradition and other similarities. Main
parameters used for analyses of those rural settlements are to be considered:

Population (structure, density, social status)

Buildings (ownership, architectural model, functional and aesthetic concept)

Public services (administration, education, culture, health, commercial)

Public spaces (squares, streets, bridges)
The research will:

Research the spatial extent, rates of change, and socio-economic character and urbanecological systems in specific rural regions of both countries

Model the demographic, urban/architectural, economic and ecological
interdependencies

Propose a range of urban design approaches, typological models, and adaptable
architectural concepts suited to their character
Based on urban, architectural and social parameters, all together: crafts, architects, private
owners, local foundations, organization’s for the protection of nature and the landscape, and
national, and local authorities work together, it will be possible to attain the desired results: the,
unbroken culture of the collective rural memory, the right architecture, the right culture, rural
renewal through rurbanism, and a social options.
Keywords: rural, population, buildings, services, public, space, social, economic, urban,
architectural.
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An Evaluation on Applications of Sustainable
Approaches in Condominiums
Nida Yıldırım
UBT – Higher Education Institution, Lagjja Kalabria, 10000 p.n., Prishtine,
Kosovo
nida.yildirim@ubt-uni.net
Abstract. Nowadays, as the result of the damage caused by building sector to the environment
and with increased depletion of natural resources, sustainable architecture has required to be an
integral part of the construction industry. To prevent unhealthy construction and to increase the
number of sustainable or green buildings in terms of the environment, there were established
several sustainable building rating systems. These sustainable building rating systems, while
maintaining human health and comfort, also try to decrease the damage of the environment to a
lower level. However, rating systems have specific criteria depending on their countries climate
and culture. Therefore, these systems cannot be applied in less developed countries or in different
climate areas because the criteria of these systems sometimes do not represent the local situation.
This study aims to develop general criteria for sustainable condominiums that can be used in all
countries, regardless to their economic or regional differences.
Keywords: Sustainable architecture, Condominiums, Sustainable building, Criteria
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Urban renewal - Retransformation instead of Demolition
Skender Kosumi
UBT – Higher Education Institution, Lagjja Kalabria, 10000 p.n., Prishtine,
Kosovo
skender.kosumi@ubt-uni.net
Abstract. In an article of the Vienna daily newspaper "Der Standard" in 1997, Prishtina and its
urbanization was titled "Pristina the rudest city in Europe". Nearly twenty years later, from the
perspective of Western critics there are no improvements seen in the architecture and urbanism
of Kosovo's capital, but rather a deviation and degradation of the city, fleeing more and more the
shape of a compact city, and called this development phenomenon "destruction through the
construction." Prishtina grows and swells. But is it necessary to get focused on "urban renewal"
for parts of the city within existing urban areas.
Keywords: Urban Renewal, Retransformation
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Risk assessment in the implementation of construction
projects in developing countries
Bashkim Alili
Institute of Earthquake Engineering and Engineering Seismology
"Ss. Cyril and Methodius "Skopje
bashkim.alili@gmail.com
Abstract. The construction industry plays an important role in the economic growth and the
socio-economic development, which are particularly important for the developing countries. The
current general situation in the construction of buildings in a country like ours is that the product
of a construction company is mainly characterized by the poor quality of work, exceeding the
costs and the time for realization. These characteristics exist as many risks are taken into account
very little in the project planning and realization or not taken into account at all. Therefore, it is
necessary that the managing of the risks for improvement of the weak performances of the current
project to be in the focus.
This paper aims to identify the main risk factors, that have a significant impact on the project
realization, a framework model to be developed for risk management which includes
identification, assessment, analysis, mitigation and risk control in order to achieve better
performance and successful project implementation in a given time frame, and to minimize the
exceeding of costs and to optimize the quality of the project.
The results obtained will affect the successful implementation of the project within the time
frame, minimizing the excess of costs and optimization of the quality of the project.
Keywords: Construction, Developing Countries, Risk Assessment, Risk Management.
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Antonyms and synonyms in relation to the Buildings
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Abstract. The facade is a representative element of a building which may faces the roads or
public spaces. It is essential that the façade is correctly built because it directly influences the
performance of the building:
Energy Performance + Space Performance + Aesthetical Performance =
Successful Building
These performances are closely related to facades characteristics, because facades construction
has a direct influence in monthly charges for heating, cooling, ventilation while they indirectly
influence the lighting loads. This impact, determine the energy use of the building and the
comfort of its internal functioning. Synonyms such as Material, Color, Appearance and Display
and Antonyms such as Realism, Character and Individuality affect the building classification as
Successful Building which addresses the essential objective of providing tools and new
technologies in the decision making process since the early designing a building.
Keywords: facade, performance, power, space, aesthetics, public convenience, technology
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The importance of innovative solutions for information
flow in a multinational construction project
Blerta Vula Rizvanolli
UBT – Higher Education Institution, Lagjja Kalabria, 10000 p.n., Prishtine,
Kosovo
blerta.vula@ubt-uni.net
Abstract. Construction project presents highly complex one-of-a-kind environments which
require engagement of many parties for a long time period. Data insertion from different sources
should be managed and controlled avoiding conflicts and cost overruns. In addition to efficient
and effective material flow, the supply chain of construction projects is the most informationinfluenced industry which entails timely and accurate communication between parties involved.
Nowadays, innovative web-based solutions are applied to insure the inter-organization of the
participants’ communication. Findings from the literature review have shown online information
exchange in construction SCM to be of great importance. In this paper we present the case study
of a real estate international investment in Albania which uses an online platform as a
communication and coordination tool between project stakeholders. This followed by
recommendations on improving their information flow on SCM with the aim of full integration
of all parties involved in the project.
Keywords: supply, chain, management, information, flow, construction, platform, solution, webbased
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Totalitarian Architecture - New Itineraries in Albania
Armand Vokshi
Polytechnic University of Tirana
armandvokshi@gmail.com
Abstract. This study on the architecture regimes research consist in identifying the architectural
panorama present in Albanian cities, which was presented as a great tourist potential with
particular architectural and historical values.
The architecture of the totalitarian regimes in Albania constitutes a rich heritage extended in 75
years. In comparison with all other countries in the region, it has the particularity that lies in two
historical periods: the first corresponds to the years 1925-1945, and coincides with the work of
Italian architects during period of fascism and second, the phase 1945-1990, with the various
social realistic architecture. As has happened in different places with the same characteristics,
this kind of architecture have become specific tourist destination, transforming the grave mass of
ideological time in a positive historical and cultural act.
This paper, as a result, will affect this original argument, inexistent at the moment, describing its
values in chronological order, in deeply respect of the Albanian history.
Keywords: totalitarian architecture, fascist architecture, socialist realism architecture, itinerary
of totalitarian architecture
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An Application of Finite Affine Plane of order n, in an
Experiment Planning
Orgest Zaka1, Kristaq Filipi2
University of Vlora “Ismail QEMALI”, Vlora, Albania.
2
Polytechnic University of Tirana, Tirana, Albania.
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1

Abstract. In this paper we present an application option of experimetal planning in the affine
plane of order n, taking the samples as his point. In this case n2 samples are needed. The
usefulness of supporting experimental planning in a finite affine plan consists in avoiding the
repetition of partial combinations within a test. Reviewed when planning can not directly drawn
on a plan afin. In this case it shows how the problem can be completed, and when completed can
he, with intent to drawn on a affine plane.
Keywords: incidence structure, affine plane, experimetal planning, replenishment problem,
balance, combinations.
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Mehmed Ali’s Imaret – Preservance and Transformation
of a Past Ottoman and Egyptian Heritage into a
Masterpiece of a Heritage Protection and Revitalization
in Greece.
Velika Ivkovska
Istanbul Technical University (ITU), Istanbul, Turkey
velikaivkovska@gmail.com
Abstract. As part of the Architectural Heritage-Past and Future Challenges for the Region and
Architecture Values and Heritage I will offer the participants of the 5th IC ASPC 2016 a glimpse
at one of the greatest, monumental Islamic structure built in once Ottoman Kavala and still
existing with its whole grandeur in today’s Greece, The Mehmed Ali’s IMARET.
The Imaret külye (complex) of Kavala, built by Mehmed Ali Pasha, an Ottoman general and the
future founder of the Egyptian Dynasty is one of the most outstanding historical monuments in
today’s Greece, dominating the view of the old hilly peninsula of port city of Kavala. Its unique
architecture and history, together with the history of its home town, is an incredible example of
an immaculate historical preservation and transformation of one exuisite monumental structure,
initially built for utilitarian, educational and cosmopolitan purposes, and transformed into an
incredible leasure complex and seat of today’s Mo.H.A. (Motives for Heritage Acquaintance)
Research Center in Kavala, Greece.
The exceptional way of transforming the use of the structure from its primal purposes into its
future, and yet again humanistic goals, aims at exploring and researching the achievements of
Muslim culture and civilization before the dawn of modernity and its impact on our today world.
This “intervention” only adds to its outstanding purpose of continuity. The kuliye of Kavala
stands as a symbolical example of bridging the challenges that this structure went through to
preserve its past and future, both architectural, humanistic and in a way spiritual continuities in
the Balkans.
Keywords: heritage, protection of the cultural heritage, historical preservation and protection,
Ottoman, imarets, continuity, past and future traditions, revitalization, Muslim culture,
civilizations, Balkans, Greece, Mediterranean, Egypt, Islam in the Balkans.
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Post disaster (war) rapid reconstruction and its impact on
reducing living space at residential houses in Kosova
Lulzim Beqiri1, Zejnulla Rexhepi2, Mimoza Sylejmani2
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UBT – Higher Education Institution, Lagjja Kalabria, 10000 p.n., Prishtine,
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Abstract. Reconstruction process as a huge need after disaster, a part that is creating emergency
shelter for people in need, as well has a direct impact on living space as one of the emergency
created after every disaster. This paper aims to identify the impact of intervention of
humanitarian organizations without being coordinated and agreed on minimal living standards
that will be applicable during reconstruction phase because of environment created after disaster.
Kosova was exposed to the war on 1998-1999 and massive destruction of 250000 residential
houses (EAR 2000) and as result within several years after the war was over, the reconstruction
took place being performed by different international and local organization in order to recover
all damages in residential houses and creating emergency shelter for people in need. The
reconstruction process was of benefit for Kosova that was not able to provide any assistance in
the process of reconstruction but influenced reduction of living space by reducing comfort of
people by transforming to the minimum living condition.
Keywords: Living space, reconstruction, disaster, comfort
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Regeneration and Functionality of Urban Space Along
the River Side: Case Study the cities of Berati (Albania)
and Gjakova (Kosova)
Binak Beqaj1, Florian Nepravishta2
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Kosovo
bbeqaj@ubt-uni.net1, florian.nepravishta@fau.edu.al
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Abstract. River flows has often imposed segregation of urban spaces in the city and thus the
separation between the community and the space as well as among the community too.
Regeneration of the river sides in the urban area is important since it presents real potential for:
1. Spatial optimization of public spaces along the river flows and through this motivating
community model in the society
2. Fulfilling community needs for adequate use of those spaces along the river as multifunctional areas for rest and recreation
3. As good reference for interrelation with other functional urban units and flow motion
4. Additional argument for raising the values of urban landscape as a result of
harmonization of coexistence between natural elements and those built in the urban
area , with positive effects for public health too
5. Protecting the environment - reducing flooding and erosion
For this research, were taken two towns: Berat (Albania) and Gjakova (Kosovo), with the aim
that through the research activity on the ground, survey of literature, evaluating the potentials for
development based on comparative method, to evaluate the concepts of possible structural
adjustment of spaces along the river side and the benefits for citizens in the context of quality of
life in urban area.
Keywords: regeneration, river side, urban development, environment, landscape, community.
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Design by Research and / or Research by Design
Setting the Paradigms for Poesis and Praxis of Design
Studio Culture
Banush Shyqeriu
UBT – Higher Education Institution, Lagjja Kalabria, 10000 p.n., Prishtine,
Kosovo
banush.shyqeriu@ubt-uni.net
Abstract: Paradigm shifts in the architectural design education, nourished in the last decades by
the proliferation of digital design and the urge for sustainable design, have challenged the very
core of education in architecture, Design Studio. Much more, the conventional education
patterns, methods and strategies are questionable within these paradigm shifts which come both
from design as theory / poesis and design as making / praxis as well as the quest for innovation.
This paper focuses in the challenges of Studio Design Culture in Kosovo since the foundation of
first public architectural school, and is carried with case studies form the Studio Design Courses
of the last years at Faculty of Architecture at UBT in Prishtina, as the first Private Provider of
Higher education in Kosovo to deliver Master and Bachelor courses in Architecture and Spatial
Planning. These case studies are explored under theories behind the studio methods, tacit
knowledge acquisition, strategies and tactics, as well as its experimental and practical outcomes
and challenges.
The importance of this paper relies also in the exploration and identification of core problems in
the architectural education and the hypothesis that sets a link between education and the “poor”
professional practice which has been reflected during the last decades in Kosovo.
Key words: Design Studio, Design Culture, Research, Poesis, Praxis
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Daily Migration as indicator to defining Metropolitan
Urban Region - Case of Prishtina
Elvida Pallaska
elvida.pallaska@gmail.com
Abstract. This paper deals with the evaluation of existing and future potentials, role and function
of Prishtina as capital city vs its region- neighboring cities (Fushw Kosove, Kastriot, Lipjan and
Podujeve), with the capital infrastructure resources, functions and management, classification
and definition of its commuting zone from the perspective of its daily migration as per OECD
criteria.
Definition of the Metropolitan Urban region is of big importance to the city of Prishtina, its
regional future spatial development, planning and management, data track keeping,
measurements and exchange with other national/regional statistical offices, important as to
comparison with other Metropolitan Urban Regions in close region and with any city within the
European Community.
Keywords: Urbanisation, Migration, Functional Urban Zone, Metropolitan Urban
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Can a new railway track be used to foster smart urban
and regional development?
Thomas Dillinger1, Markus Neuhaus2
1,2
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Abstract. The future Smart City Ebreichsdorf (SMCE) is a fast growing municipality in the area
of the metropolitan region of Vienna, Lower Austria and Burgenland. The expansion to a double
track railroad of the „Pottendorfer Linie“ and the thereby even better connexion to Ebreichsdorf
will strengthen this growing process even more. A new train station is built, located on a
greenfield site, between the city districts Ebreichsdorf and Unterwaltersdorf. The existing railway
track is going to be abandoned. In spatial planning approaches, it’s goal leading to locate future
growth in the area of the new train station. Action options, how such an innovative growth
process around the railway station could be formed, are absent up to now. The state Lower
Austria and the city Ebreichsdorf are aware of this problem. So the idea of planning and
implementing a „Smart City“ or a „Smart Urban Region“ at this certain area has moved in focus
of considerations. An urban transformation towards a future smart city is necessary. The Smart
City concept gets more and more important in the course of urban and regional development.
Thereby, new technologies are used to create a sustainable environment and economy in order to
ensure the quality of life for the further generations. The participation and awareness of the
citizens are of fundamental importance. With a focus on Ebreichsdorf this paper demonstrates
how such an impulse can be used for a smart urban and regional development. First results of the
ongoing project show, that it is advantageous to involve citizens and main stakeholders as well
as all political parties in an early stage. This increases the acceptance and facilitates the further
process. Furthermore, the complexity of Smart City is best handled by a team of researchers from
various disciplines. In the course of a scenario workshop, it became clear that all different
disciplines have different accesses to the same topic. Through this a stimulating discussion and
exchange of experiences has been started.
Keywords: Smart City, Smart Region, Urban and Regional Development, Railway
Infrastructure.
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Role of the architects in creating building and urban
resilience
Ferhat Bejtullahu
UBT – Higher Education Institution, Lagjja Kalabria, 10000 p.n., Prishtine,
Kosovo
ferhat.bejtullahu@ubt-uni.net
Abstract. Extreme weather events are increasing in intensity and frequency. While the social
component of resilience with all its dimensions depend on all citizens, spatial and environmental
components with all their dimensions depend on more from architects than from other
professionals. In this context, architects have a responsibility to evaluate, design (create) and
maintain resilient build environment that can more successfully adapt to natural conditions and
that can more readily absorb and recover city from different disasters.
The objective of this research and used methodology is to identify the role of architects in creating
the building and urban resilience qualities that can be implemented in a variety of contexts at
national, regional or global level.
Conclusions serve as a new concept to future researches in this field and to all regional
stakeholders engaged in the process of evaluating building natural disaster risks and creating
strategies for improvement of building and urban resilience professionally.
Keywords: Architects, buildings; climate change; urban resilience
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UNESCO World Heritage and Kosovo:
Towards a Tentative List for Kosovo
Caroline Jaeger-Klein
Vienna University of Technology
jaeger-klein@tuwien.ac.at
Abstract. In 2015 Kosovo tried to join UNESCO and failed by three quotes. But was Kosovo
really fully prepared for its UNESCO membership? At least for its national architectural heritage
this question must be answered with no. The intensively discussed issue of the medieval
monuments of Kosovo inscribed as UNESCO World Heritage by Serbia and Montenegro before
the declaration of independency in 2008 and their further management through Kosovo is just
one aspect. More troubling is, that the rather young state not yet could establish sufficient
structures to gain a systematic inventory of its monuments, sites and historic ensembles not to
extract a tentative list for UNESCO out of such an encompassing inventory.
This article intends to clarify the definitions of World Heritage, the institutions and NGO’s
involved, the mechanisms and philosophies behind. What is the homework for Kosovo to be done
urgently? Which national and international groups of experts have to be named and made
responsible for the systemic inventory of the architectural heritage of Kosovo and for creating a
tentative list. What is the role and importance of ICOMOS in that process? Which other
stakeholders have to be identified and educated towards that issue.
Based on such general considerations the author tries to design finally a preliminary tentative list
for the architectural heritage of Kosovo. Hence not the list itself is of importance but the
discussion of the pro and contra arguments for single candidates.
Keywords: Kosovo, UNESCO, ICOMOS, architectural heritage, world heritage, tentative list
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The Architecure of Tetova between the end of the 19th
century and the World War Two
Kujtim Elezi1, Nuran Saliu2
1,2

State University of Tetova, Faculty of Applied Sciences

Abstract. The time period between the late 19th century and World War Two is known as a period
of markant transformation in the Ottoman Empire. These changes influenced the city of Tetova
in all aspects, such as political, economical, sociological, and architectural.
The goal of this paper is the presentation of different architectural styles in the city of Tetova
during the above mentioned time period. The breaking point of the so- called ‘traditional style’
in architecture, in order to leave place for the ‘new’ one, is another tantative of the work. The
traditional way of building was very acute during the rise of ‘europianisation’ of architecture at
this specific time in Tetova, regardless of style influences that were coming from Europe. The
first part of the paper tends to explain the power, and at the same time, the authoritative influence
of the building tradition during the process of applying different style elements that were coming
form Europe. This moment represents the first part of the transformations in the architecture of
Tetova during this time.
The second part of the work catches the moment when styles already dominated the architectural
work executed in Tetova. We were aware that tradition it is not always able to leave marks on
the new architectures of the 20th century. Architects were able to correctly apply elements of
different architectural styles in their works, and that is why buildings of this time were more
correctly formed in an architectural way. Through the architectural expression, the
‘europianisation’ of Tetova is noticable.
Keywords: history of architecture, architectural styles, Tetova, Macedonia.
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Legislative framework conflicts and their impact in
generating the phenomena of coastalization in Albania
Doriana Musaj
Polytechnic University of Tirana
dori.musai@gmail.com
Abstract. This thesis argues about the legislative and institutional overlapping in managing the
territory of Golem area (and country level) and the consequences that these conflicts have in
generating the coastalization phenomena.
Analyzing the importance of legal and strategic documents in tourism development, and the
analysis and observation of the situation on the ground, will conclude with a clear picture of
collisions and conflicts to give the following recommendations on legal and planning instruments
or resolving situation where tourism in Albania today.
Failure to clarify the ownership of securities, non-implementation of planning instruments or
territory management, non-implementation of property laws etc. has bring consequences in the
territory in the form of whole quarters informal settlements or illegal, thus increasing the number
of buildings and the loss of green territories along the coast. This growth has created cities that
populated only seasonally during the summer and who are abandoned during the fall and winter.
The process of clarification involves definitely the process of property restitution to the former
owner; the conclusion of the registration system of properties; clarification and not overlapping
of institutions responsibilities, especially institutions regarding permit construction or permit
controlling. The situation on informal or illegal must and should be improved, in order to remedy
the problems created by the application of “built and sell” schemes.
The need for planning politics reforms on the territory is emergent. Even though the system exists
from the beginning of the 90 the reform has to involve different interest such as: Deep technical
knowledge in urban planning (as a new discipline) and strengthening of institutional capacities
in this discipline.
In order to perform a long term policy and strategy on tourism development, an appropriate
coastal institution should be formed. This coastal body should have the principal task of
reconciling the conflicting interests among the users of the coastal resources.
Keywords: Legislation Framework, Land ownership, Illegal/ Informal constructions, Tourism
Strategies, Coastalization, Tourism Development
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From Asclepius to Ospedale – The Tvolution of space for
healing from Antiquity to the age of Enlightenment
Nuran Saliu1, Andrea Maliqari2, Kujtim Elezi3
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Abstract. In the construction industry, where in recent times every detail is looked over and
planned with the most scientific and technological responsibility, hospitals represent the most
investigated and scrutinized facilities.
Related closely with institutional and medical practices, hospital design has undergone many
reconfigurations. The second half of the past century experienced and produced many hospital
models (L, H, T, K type, Patients Tower, Block Plan, etc.), all with the same denominator – too
big, isolated and highly complex structures, strictly opposed to nature, oriented towards medical
technology rather than patient’s well-being.
By the end of the twentieth century, a group of researchers arose in supporting the importance of
‘nature’ in the healthcare structures. The paradigm is changing. New models and configurations
are emerging with the intent of improving the psycho-emotional well-being and social
development of the patients who spend long time period of time in hospitals. The hospital design
is moving towards patient-oriented solutions and healing environments, a model not invented in
our time but inspired from history.
In this paper, through travels in history, we analyze the concept of hospital from the very
beginning of rational thinking in Ancient Greece up to the Age of Enlightenment, with the intent
to identify the forerunners of contemporary hospitals by means of cultural, medical and
composition aspects. The geometrical properties of each facilities are also presented.
Keywords: Hospital design, history, geometry, composition, analysis.
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Abstract. In the Wood Industry Department at Agricultural University of Tirana, wood
processing engineers have been graduating for years. Faculty performs its mission through
trainings provided for the student during the learning process and practice until his graduation.
This is considered as the fulfillment of institutional responsibility as there is no possibility of
their employment management. The private sector constitutes real employment opportunities for
Wood Processing engineers in Albania. The wood industry in Albania (after '90) was transformed
from a centralized industry to free enterprise. Today it is mainly organized in small to medium
enterprises, which produce and trade furniture and other wood products, with a geographical
distribution throughout the territory. This is the main labor market for the wood processing
engineers.
This study aims to present a clear picture of the labor market of the wood industry in Albania and
adaptation of wood processing engineers with its continuous development.
The study is based on the analysis of a significant number of structured questionnaires for this
purpose, with data collected through the face to face surveys. The sample used is intentional
(improbable) where only the engineers surveyed, who are the main target, are 51.
After a thorough analysis of the data obtained it was found that: A significant proportion of
engineers continue to contribute to the field of their studies. Engineers result; employed in
management positions and a good portion of them are entrepreneurs.
Respondents are of the opinion that through the assessment of the curricula can be contoured also
the profile of the engineer needed in this market. To be closer to the market, the faculty should
prepare Wood Processing engineers who are professionally skilled and capable in terms of
knowledge of new technologies in the field of architecture, interior design and woodworking
technology. They must have applicable professional knowledge, updated to technological
innovations in continuous improvement.
Keywords: curriculum, production subject, wood processing engineer.
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The concept of “Green Roofs” in Tirana
Eduina Zekaj, Françeska Delia
Abstract. The term “green roof” is a pretty old concept in the history of Architecture, and it
begins since prehistoric times with attempts of our ancestors to cover up their housing with
greenery. But this term is not well known in Tirana and it is just starting to apply in the new era
of projects.
The first attempts started in 2010, but there are very few existing projects that fulfills the
construction details that a real green roof needs. First of all we need to understand why we need
green roofs in Tirana. According to “The Guardian”, Tirana was called “the European pollution
capital” because the air pollution was far above the standards of the EU. There are a lot of
advantages of the green roofs that may apply in Tirana and reduce the amount of carbon dioxide
in the air as well as there are a lot of disadvantages mainly for the construction materials and the
existing building structures.
Our project is one of the first green roof projects to be applied in Tirana as a successful
experiment to create a lot of other green roofs in the future. We designed a sustainable low-cost
roof on top of a small hospital in one of the most polluted areas in Tirana and the results are
visible. We concluded that the green roofs are a major step into creating a better air quality in
Tirana.
Keywords: Green roof, Tirana, attempt, era of projects, construction, advantages, disadvantages,
pollution capital, hospital, air quality.
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Abstract. The research in this paper deals with the analysis of industrial buildings constructed
in Kosovo, where as a case studies are taken the city of Mitrovica and Hani Elezit and cities of
Western Europe. Methods which are used during this research are:
1. The analytical method and
2. Comparative Method
The research tries to provide information regarding the history of these industrial zones, the
current situation, the impact of social factors, environmental and economic development for the
brownfield area and also the re-use and possibilities potential limits. Cities of Mitrovica
,Peja,Gjakova and Gjilan are one of the main cities of Kosovo, which in the first period of 80s
enjoyed a very good economic condition, while from the war in 1999 and today is faced with
problems of this nature, as a result of non-functioning of the industry in this area.
The objective of this study is to create a strategy that will enable the conversion of industrial
zones in an area full of life, while not having to downgrade heritage of the area in question.
Keywords: Kosovo, Industrial buildings, Brownfield, Adaptive reuse, Economy, Environment
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The effect of (L/d) ratio in the strength of metallic
elements under the central compression based on EN1993-1-1
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Abstract. Every element that is a part of a structure, depending to its lifetime it is a subject of
external actions, whereby one of them is also a case of central compression. Besides central forces
(axial), the comprising elements of structures or lonely elements might be loaded with noncentral forces, with bending moment and with forces that acts normal in the longitudinal axes, so
transversal forces.
Mainly in the group of elements that are under the effect of central compression are vertical
elements such as columns, whereby the main duty of them is to transfer loads form the
construction to the basement respectively in foundation and have much smaller cross section
parameters, comparing with their length.
Besides elements on vertical position in this group can be involved also the elements as ones in
slope positions, whereby in this case we have to deal with sway elements that has to sway
structures mainly towards horizontal actions. In this paper of work we are going to present the
basis analysis, treatment and dimensioning the vertical metallic elements based on the European
Normative for projecting especially EN1990 and EN1993-1-1, the case when we have to deal
with elements that work on central compression. As a practical case that is going to be considered
in this study is the element which is fixed on both edges with hinges, so the first case of EULER,
were it is going to be presented the effect of the ratio (L/D) in buckling resistance (Nb,Rd). In
the end of this paper work is going to be presented an overview of the project, suggestions and
conclusions.
Keywords: Structure, steel, behavior, EN-1993-1-1, Circular Hollow Section.
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Analysis of Land Use Change in Prishtina City Using
HILUS classification system of INSPIRE Directive
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Abstract. This paper shows the monitoring trends of Land Use changes in Prishtina city from
2000 until 2016. By using GIS, it has been possible to create the land use maps and tables of
quantitative and qualitative changes for representative years based on orthophotos and satellite
images. The land use nomenclature used for this research is the “Classification system of
INSPIRE Directive 2007/2/EC known as HILUS, which is applicable to existing land use and
planed land use. So, this paper will show how much the land use has been changed in Prishtina
city through the time, which classes manly has been changed, the amount of land use changed,
modified and its trends and as well the factors and impacts of these changes.
Keywords: Land use, land use classification, land use change, land use modification, land use
conversion, GIS.
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Assesment of Reinforced Concrete Half Joint According
to EN -1992-1-1
Xhemshir Mulliqi
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Civil Engineering
xhemshir_mulliqi@yahoo.com
Abstract. A half-joint is a particular type of RC structure .When using precast beams in
reinforced concrete frame structures, dapped beams ends are often required in the bearing area to
keep the floor structure as thin as possible. The arrangement and detailing of the reinforcement
is an important factor in the performance of a half-joint. For pre-tensioned members, the
prestressing force and tendons should be ignored, but for post-tensioned members the
prestressing force should be considered as an external force acting on the half-joint. This paper
aims to calculate dapped beam ends according to the EN 1992-1-1.
Keywords: Half-joint, Reinforcement, Strut-and-tie model, Tensile force
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Abstract. Kosovo has serious problems with the amount of water as well as their quality and the
situation on the ground is quite alarming. There is no minimum wastewater treatment by
collective pollutants nor by individual pollutants. As a result almost all wastewaters discharging
to the rivers without any treatment deteriorating significantly their quality. The aim of this paper
is to analyze the possibilities on finding solution to treat municipal waste waters in the Ferizaj
town including villages. Municipality of Ferizaj performs wastewater discharge into the recipient
without any prior treatment, which means directly into the river Neredime causing adverse effects
in environment. Same situation is with 44 villages where collection of sewage is doing in septic
tanks or discharging directly to the creek or river. Based on the configuration of the terrain can
be build two main wastewater treatment plants consisting of secondary biological treatment, and
one or two small WWTP’s to include some villages that can not be connected to the main
WWTP’s. This paper presents the strategy for management of wastewater system, operational
plans and methods for wastewater treatment comparing to the wastewater treatment plant in US
Camp "Bondsteel" near Ferizaj. This research is intended to be taken effective measures for better
management of waste water system and to raise awareness of the population in order to protect
the environment.
Keywords: Waste Water Treatment Plant, Water quality, Waste Water discharge, Environment
Protection.
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Abstract. Built heritage in Kosovo represents a great resource that must be preserved in order to
be passed onto future generations. Rehabilitation and strengthening of heritage buildings is an
important issue, especially taking into account the territory of Kosovo, which is permanently
subjected to earthquake tremors. Rehabilitation of heritage buildings with application of new
materials is challenging, and is associated with historic values of the building, and their physical
and aesthetic relation with authentic historic elements and materials.
The aim of this study is to present the application of new sustainable materials and methods in
points of material production, works, economic cost and durability, in rehabilitation and
strengthening of heritage buildings in Kosovo without endangering the historic values of the
buildings. How to rehabilitate and strengthen the heritage buildings with application of new
materials that will preserve the historic values of the buildings and at the same time decrease the
environmental load? The key aspects of this method are aesthetic of the structure, material
compatibility and long term performance.
Keywords: built heritage, Kosovo, rehabilitation and strengthening of heritage buildings, new
sustainable materials
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Abstract. In this paper it is presented a definition of sustainable construction from ecological
aspect, characterized by reducing the impact of different materials in the environment during
construction, but also during the whole lifetime of use of buildings.
To assess the impact of materials on health and environment is necessary to examine all phases
from beginning of the materials manufacturing till the insertion to the construction, including the
use of natural resources for the production of construction products, necessary energy for
production, amount of release and CO2 emissions (carbon dioxide) in different stages, methods
of construction, use of construction and in the end demolition and recycling.
In this paper are presented aspects of a sustainable building with a particular approach to the
selection of construction materials and the awareness raise about the impact of materials on
environment and health during the whole life of using the facilities. Also it is presented
sustainable construction and environment, materials that affecting and the conditions of the
different materials using during construction in Kosovo.
With a special emphasis also presented the impact of materials on our health, recent research
regarding the materials using in constructions and the difference between the old and new
constructions in terms of human health. The difference between buildings constructed decades
ago and buildings constructing now.
Keywords: Sustainability, sustainable construction, materials, sustainable materials, CO2
emissions.
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Abstract. Bridges are attractive structures consisting of great interest in both aspects:
professional and the general public one. At the end of 19. and start of 20. century, one of the most
relevant contributions to bridges engineering has been the introduction of prestressed technique,
aiming to be a great solution to the need of controlling stress on elements in bridges. The purpose
of this paper is to provide insight into how differently geometric parameters such as tower height,
girder depth, and pier dimensions influence the structural behavior of an extradosed bridge. The
strategies and factors that must be considered in the design of an extradosed bridge are included
in this paper. The structural behavior, materials utilization and structural analysis are performed
in accordance with the SOFiSTiK package.
Keywords: extradosed bridge, prestressed elements, geometric parameters, design, SOFiSTiK
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Effect of the Opening in Flat Slabs on Punching Shear
Resistance According to EN 1992-1-1:2004
Xhemshir Mulliqi
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Abstract. After the war in Kosovo is highlighted by the construction of reinforced. concrete
buildings with flat slabs with no beams and no enlarged column heads .These slabs are subjected
to punching shear failure of slab-column connections. Load concentration around the column
head generally leads to increased stresses which cannot be absorbed solely in thin slab
thicknesses. The punching shear strength is an extremely significant parameter for the design of
flat slabs. Solution of architecture often imposes the necessity of openings near the columns .In
this paper will examine the effect of openings in different positions and with different dimensions
in the punching shear strength. The calculations performed in the punching shear application are
based on the standard EN 1992-1-1:2004.
Keywords: Flat slabs, Punching Shear Resistance, Opening, punching shear capacity, Critical
perimeters
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General concept for strengthening the reinforced
concrete column a wrapping of
CF sheet
Florim Istrefi
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Abstract. Fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) composites (the combination of two or more
materials). Used more often in the defense and aerospace industries, advanced composites are
beginning to play the role of conventional materials (commodities) used for load-bearing
structural components for infrastructure applications. These unique materials are now being used
worldwide for building new structures as well as for rehabilitating in-service structures.
“FRP” is an acronym for fiber reinforced polymers , which some also call fiber reinforced
plastics, so called because of the fiber content in a polyester, vinyl ester, or other matrix. Three
are commonly used (among others): composite containing glass fibers are called glass fiber
reinforced polymers (GFRP): those containing carbon fibers are called carbon fiber reinforced
polymers (CFRP) and those reinforced with aramid fibers are referred to as aramid fiber
reinforced polymers (AFRP). This paper presents general concept for strengthening the
reinforced concrete column a wrapping of CF sheet.
Keywords: Composite, FRP, CF sheets, wrapping, strengthening.
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Abstract. Calculation of the steep slopes on the site in practice mainly is done by using the
computer programs that making job easier in comparison with the classical methods. To calculate
the safety slopes against breaking (sliding) of the steep and breaks of terrain, there are different
methods with approximately equal rights for each other leading to different results. First of all
should be used all methods, but only having sufficient knowledge on different methods of
calculation which will be treating on the basis of geological-engineering conditions. Natural
slopes composed by soils or artificial slopes may lose stability and part of them to slide by
different reasons. The cause of this might be man factor digging at the bottom of the slope and
disordering the equilibrium state. As a result of this we can conclude that safety may depend on
many factors such as the geometry of the slope, the soil types and formations and the presence
of surface water and groundwater. To eliminate these destabilizing factors needed preliminary
research to ensure the physical and mechanical parameters, in order to calculate the slopes of the
steep with safety factor allowed under Geotechnical norms.
Keywords: Slopes, Computer Programs, Methods of Calculation, Safety Factor.
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Mapping the Population Changes in Kosovo Using Grid
Method in GIS
Rizah Murseli
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Abstract. This research aims to show the changing dynamics of Kosovo population using grid
method applied in GIS. Generally, in this research three categories of data are used such as
settlements centroid of Kosovo, the Kosovo population according to censuses starting from the
1948, 1953, 1961, 1971, 1981 to the 2011 and grid index features with dimensions of 2x2km for
entire territory of Kosovo. The population changes are analyzed according to grid unit cell from
one period to another by analyzing mainly the population growth, population density, population
changes according to size classes and the overall and quartile trend of population changes.
Keywords: Population size, population density, population changes, classification, trends,
settlement centroid, grid index, spatial join, GIS.
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Abstract. Modeling of PT slabs of different thickness (shallow beams) is described, using the
finite element method. The issue of compatibility of the node connections on middle plane steps,
and modeling of PT loads was resolved by kinematical relationships of eccentric nodes.
In this article we will present two examples of Post-tensioned constructions. The first one is VMD
Towers in Zagreb, Croatia, where we have achieved savings with construction speed and
simplicity of construction. The second is International Airport Zagreb New Passenger Terminal,
Croatia where Investors wanted to avoid prefabricated construction for such representative
building. Post-tension technology was the only solution for span dimensions 14.4 x 14.4 m.
Keywords: PT slabs, different thickness, big spans, kinematic connections, BBR
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Abstract. In this paper, a mathematical equation based on the gene expression programming
(GEP) model has been developed to predict the flexural strength (ffs) of steel fiber reinforced
concretes (SFRCs) containing silica fume (SF) or fly ash (FA). In order to obtain a mathematical
equation of this model, the training, testing and validation sets using the experimental results for
175 specimens produced with 118 different mixtures were gathered from different literatures.
The data used in the input variables of GEP model are arranged in a format of eleven input
parameters that cover the age of specimen, the amounts of concrete mixtures and the properties
of steel fibers. According to these input parameters, the ffs values of SFRCs were predicted in the
GEP model. The training, testing and validation results in the model have shown that the model
has strong potential to predict the ffs values of SFRCs containing SF or FA.
Keywords: Fiber reinforced concrete, Silica fume, Fly ash, Flexural strength
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Abstract. An innovative solution to the corrosion problem is the use of fiber-reinforced polymer
(FRP) as an alternative reinforcing material in concrete structures. In addition to the non
corrodible natüre of FRP materials, they also have a high strength-to-weight ratio that makes
them attractive as reinforcement for concrete structures. Extensive research programs have been
carried out to investigate the flexural behavior of concrete members reinforced with FRP
reinforcement. On the other hand, the shear behavior of concrete members, especially punching
shear of two-way slabs, reinforced with FRP bars has not yet been fully explored. The existing
provisions for punching of slabs in most international design standards for reinforced concrete
are based on tests of steel reinforced slabs. The elastic stiffness and bonding characteristics of
FRP reinforcement are sufficiently different from those of steel to affect punching strength. In
the present study, the equations of existing design standards for shear capacity of FRP reinforced
concrete beams have been evaluated using the large database collected. The experimental
punching shear strengths were compared with the available theoretical predictions, including the
ACI 318 Code, BS 8110 Code, ACI 440 design guidelines, and a number of models proposed by
some researchers in the literature. The existing design methods for FRP reinforced concrete slabs
give either conservative or unsafe predictions for the specimens in the database. This paper also
presents a simple yet improved model to calculate the punching shear capacity of FRP-reinforced
concrete slabs. The proposed model provides the accurate results in calculating the punching
shear strengths of FRP-reinforced concrete slender slabs.
Keywords: Punching shear, Fiber-reinforced polymer, Two-way slab, Concrete
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Abstract. Fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) composites (the combination of two or more
materials). The strengthening of concrete members means using constructional measures to
restore or improve their load-carrying capacity, serviceability, durability or fatigue strength.
The effects of strengthening measures can generally be described in quantitative terms and
therefore analyzed numerically For reinforced concrete columns designed according to the earlier
editions of DIN 1045, ACI Committee 440, 2002, there are some strengthening assignments that
fall midway between redesign and sprayed concrete. It is for these projects that wrapping with
fiber-reinforced materials is to be recommended. This method has already been used frequently
in Europe and elsewhere, often on the basis of design codes or guides covering the subsequent
strengthening of reinforced concrete compression members by means of wrapping with fiberreinforced materials.
This paper presents an example for strengthening the reinforced concrete column a wrapping of
CF sheet externally.
Keywords: Composite, CF sheets, reinforced concrete columns, wrapping, strengthening.
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Abstract. Republic of Kosovo owes different metallic and non-metallic resources, such in
quantity as well in quality whose represent a real potential for the economic development of the
country. Demographic growth and the intensive developing of the construction industry
represents a constant increasing of the demand for raw materials, necessary for the construction
materials production. The territory of Kosovo provides significant capacity of the raw materials
used today in the field of construction. Demand for building materials since 1999 until now, has
shown an increasing trend, mostly in the use of limestone and clay. Based in the IMF statistics,
only in 2015, demand for construction and infrastructure has been very high due to the increase
in government investments (5.5% of GDP, approximately 260 million euros), foreign direct
investment and private investment, which is expected to continue in the coming years (IMF,
2015). Due to the geological processes threw history, into Kosovo territory have been formed
many important rock deposits of limestone and clay, whose in the past and nowadays are used in
the construction industry. This paper aims to highlight the potential and prospective of limestone
and clay rocks, which are used in the construction industry in the Republic of Kosovo. The study
will provide a brief overview of some key features for geological deposits, chemical composition,
products and their actual use. Through the study will be defined a possible prospective that
limestone and clay could have for the future developments in the construction industry.
Keywords: Mineral, minerals, construction, limestone, clay.
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Abstract. The demand for more living area in high populated cities, created the ideology of
designing combined residential and commercial buildings in limited areas. Especially in our
country, this fact, made engineers to construct mixed functional apartment buildings. In order to
use a residential building also for commercial manners, the height of first floors of the buildings
constructed with different height against remaining floors of the building.
This paper presents the investigation of the behavior of soft floors on construction buildings,
which were analyzed by using the nonlinear static pushover analysis method, where three, five
and seven floor structure models were investigated. The aim of the research, was to study that
how the height variation between ground floor and other floors, affects on the performance of
reinforced concrete structures compering structures with constant height of floor.
During the study, the analyzes were grouped in three sub-groups where every sub-group contain
three models with different floor height (for h = 3.1m, h = 3.4m, h = 3.7m) and different number
of floors (1. Sub-group for three floor models, 2. Sub-group for five floor models, 3. Sub-group
for seven floor models) which have different floor heights, where the shear force impact at floors
for each model were compared. The analyzes were made by using Structural Software for
Analysis and Design (SAP2000) in accordance with European Standards for Design of concrete
structures (EUROCODE 2).
Keywords: Nonlinear static pushover analysis, soft floor, structure performance, SAP2000
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among Software Systems Used in UBT - A Method Based
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Abstract. UBT College operates in a complex and dynamic environment. To meet increasing
demands of students, staff and business processes in general, the college should constantly work
on innovations of software systems, processes and ways of interoperability among legacy
systems in use.
This paper argues that Organization of Information and creation of Interoperability among
Software Systems are main critical areas to overcome the deadlock. The method was derived
from current analyses of software systems in use, and development of a component as the generic
integration framework. The technical architecture and infrastructure are based on serviceoriented architecture (SOA) and web services as two complementary technologies.
Through the Case Study we try to identify whether the developed UBT model for Creating
Interoperability among Software Systems is applicable in iterative development of business
processes. As a conclusion we can say that the contribution of the presented method lies in
combining different methodologies into a design approach for organizing information, based on
a Service Oriented Architecture.
Keywords: Organizing Information, Software Systems, Legacy Systems, Interoperability, Web
Services, Service-oriented architecture (SOA)
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Abstract. With the growing number of vehicles, traffic has become more congested and the
occurrence rate of accidents has increased as well. Car insurance companies pose large number
of data that can be analyzed and used for the traffic accident prediction and prevention. On the
other hand, recently, data mining approaches have been widely used in classification, regression,
and the discovery of the similarities between virtually unrelated data. This paper presents the
implementation of data mining methods for the prediction of car accidents, with the accent on
those algorithms that enable the identification of crucial accident-causing factors. The
imbalanced data have been acquired from the car insurance companies. They have been preprocessed with the synthetic minority over-sampling technique (SMOTE) and analyzed
afterwards with neural networks, association rules, and decision trees. The results show around
80 % of accuracy in predicting the outcome of new input data, which justifies the applicability
of the presented methods for both traffic accident prediction and for issues related to the car
insurance company forecasts.
Keywords: algorithm, association rules, car insurance, data mining, decision trees, neural
networks.
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Analysis of the mobile market in 2014 in Republic of
Macedonia, recommendations for better development
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Abstract. In order to regulate the electronic communications market in a systematic way, the
Agency for Electronic Communications, as a regulatory body in the field of electronic
communications, has strongly set issues and targets to be achieved. The Agency has guidelines
how to achieve the issues of a competitive market where conditions for using the electronic
communications services with best quality and best prices are going to be created for the end
users.
Keywords: prices, customers, mobile market, mobile operator, competition, revenue
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Abstract. Safety of information is needed either in private sector or business for protection from
market with competitive secrets or only for privacy. Advantages of internet and web applications
is that they are accessible from everyone, but in business word data should be safe, reliable
accessible. Although these are not new problems and always had different solutions to these
problems, we always need to be on the cutting edge with new attacks that appear every day and
to try to achieve a greater security. In this paper we present some of the most dangerous forms of
risk which are risking web applications in year 2015/2016.we will demonstrate step by step how
to achieve unauthorized access from web application inside server system and we will explain
why is happened for our analysis that we have done. In testing stages we used some parts of real
tests that we have done on several web applications, with Penetration Testing Methods which is
procedure for testing and documentations including infrastructure of Networks, servers, Web
applications, Wireless communications and all other technological parts. Penetration Testing is
Testing Procedure for Web applications usually made on port 80 and 443.In this paper we will
explain the real analyzing of tests with all the procedures for one web applications, including all
the attached stages which are used in real life for testing the safety of web applications from
safety testers.
Keywords: Security, Testing, Network Security, Web Applications
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Abstract. Sector of information and communication technology in Kosovo is one of the areas
with rapid development. We have different policies and strategies drawn up by public institutions
and international organizations that have strengthened this sector more. At this point, there has
been a great influence on the inclusion of private sector, public institutions and academy during
the drafting of strategies. As one of the main elements of the digital transformation, ICT industry
every day more are faced with short cycles of innovation and strong competition which is facing
on the growing globalization. In Kosovo, we have a considerable number of the software
development companies. Some of them for a long time are also operating in European and
American market offering outsourcing services. To reach this point many companies have had to
develop their own development standards in order to be as competitive in the market by
implementing the project management system, quality assurance standards, software testing
standards etc.
In this paper we will explain how these companies operate and some of these standards to use,
based on our research conducted.
Keywords: software, development, Kosovo, ICT industry, applications, outsource, services.
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Abstract. In this paper are introduced airships as part of new Stratospheric Platform System
(SPS) in function of space communications. Airships are the latest space techniques with
advanced technology for fixed and all mobile applications, including military and rural solutions.
This SPS employ unmanned or manned, solar or fuel energy airships or aircraft carrying payloads
with transponders and antennas. The airship SPS can be considered as a novel solution for
providing communication and navigation services. The research and development of airships for
putting the system in to practical use is ongoing in some countries. The remote controlled-solar
powered airships or aircraft offer a much more cost effective solution for coverage of some region
or country including urban, suburban, rural areas, farms and other environments with low
population densities. The airship network offers a better solution than existing cellular radio
systems, with greater speed of transmission than even ground optical modes. An airship roaming
is enhanced without severe shadowing problems and disturbances inside buildings, and the
service costs less. The airships mission today can be integrated with current Satellite or cellular
systems. This space solution is more autonomous and discrete and will be good solution for rural,
military and all mobile applications.
Keywords: SPS, TAO, Airship, Gateway, GES, Users
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Abstract. This paper introduces the current and new Satellite solutions for local and global
tracking of ships for enhanced Ship Traffic Control (STC) and Ship Traffic Management (STM)
at sea, in sea passages, approaching to the anchorages and inside of seaports. All transportation
systems and especially for maritime applications require far more sophisticated technology
solutions and equipment for modern Satellite ship tracking than current standalone the US GPS
or Russian GLONAS positioning systems. The existing and forthcoming Global Ship Tracking
(GST), Satellite Data Link (SDL) and Local Ship Tracking (LST) systems with Space and
Ground Segment infrastructures for all three systems are discussed including benefits of these
new technologies and solution for improved STC.
Keywords: GPS, GLONASS, GEO, GNSS, SAT
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Abstract. The paper makes an overview of the existing methods applied for circuit design with
low power consumption objective. It considers Computer-Aided Design (CAD) tools and
modules for power consumption estimation at the design stage. For analog and mixed analogdigital circuit design, the power estimation options in ORCAD Design Suit with PSpice and
Analog Filter Wizard are studied. For digital communication systems the study covers the power
estimation, analysis and optimization in ISE and Vivado systems, Xilinx Power Estimator (XPE)
tool and spreadsheet, the XPower Analyzer, as well as similar tools proposed by ALTERA PowerPlay Early Power Estimator and QUARTUS II Power Play Power Analyzer. Two
examples are developed: Power consumption estimation of a Universal Software Radio
Peripheral (USRP)-based communication system design, based on datasheets and software
energy monitoring tools, and power consumption estimation of a Kasami pseudo-random
sequence generator circuit design on FPGA using Vivado.
Keywords: Low Power Consumption, CAD tools, Power Estimation, FPGA, USRP, Analog and
Analog-Digital Circuits
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Abstract. Nowadays, systematic collection of data has necessitated a detailed statistical analysis
as a necessary tool to make a mathematical characterization of them with the purpose of gathering
information about the present or the future. Our aim in this paper is to analyze a landline phone
call network graph from the perspective of descriptive analysis. We explore the characteristics
and structural properties of the network graph constructed using an anonymous collection of data
gathered from a Call Data Records of a telecommunication operator center located in south of
Albania. The R statistical computing platform is used for network graph analysis.
Keywords: Landline phone call, Network Graph, Descriptive analysis, R.
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An overview for Chaos Fractals and Applications
Adem Meta
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Abstract. The goal of this paper is to present, a summary of concepts from the Chaos and Fractals
theory and some basic theory to understand how the Chaos and Fractal theory fundamentals work,
for more to explain how is related the chaos theory with mathematics application. This paper will
provide examples of how this new approach could be applied and how is chaos related to the
Statistics. In this paper, I am going to introduce the concept of “fractal” dimension and some
examples to calculate the dimensions. At the center of fractals is Mandelbrot set, otherwise is
called the hard of the fractals, on this paper I am going to give a short description for that.
Keywords: Chaos, Fractals, Dimensions, Nonlinear, Dynamic, Logistic, Complex, etc.
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A Summary of Classification and Regression Tree with
Application
Adem Meta
Cuyahoga Community College, Cleveland, Ohio
Abstract. Classification and regression tree (CART) is a non-parametric methodology that was
introduced first by Breiman and colleagues in 1984. CART is a technique which divides
populations into meaningful subgroups that allows the identification of groups of interest. CART
as a classification method constructs decision trees. Depending on information that is available
about the dataset, a classification tree or a regression tree can be constructed. The first part of this
paper describes the fundamental principles of tree construction, pruning procedure and different
splitting algorithms. The second part of the paper answers the questions why or why not the
CART method should be used or not. The advantages and weaknesses of the CART method are
discussed and tested in detail. Finally, CART is applied to an example with real data, using the
statistical software R. In this paper some graphical and plotting tools are presented.
Keywords: Classification, Regression, Tree, Pruning, split, Goodness of fit, Algorithm.
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Abstract. In this paper you will have the chance to read about the use of biometric technology,
its fields of security and you can also see a comparision of biometric authentication methods by
listing some of the advantages, disadvantages, their application in our daily life, finishing it with
the recommendation on the most secure biometric authentication method which could be used or
applied in different local or international institutions or companies. Also, this paper studies the
level of biometric technology application or use in public and private institutions in Kosovo, by
giving out some analysis about the real state of security in those institutions and their readiness
for improving or advancing the current methods of security.
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The implementation of the One-Time Pad algorithm in
classical and quantum cryptography — the aspect of
security
Era Kuraja1, Shkëlqim Berisha2
UBT – Higher Education Institution, Lagjja Kalabria, 10000 p.n., Prishtine,
Kosovo
kurajaera@gmail.com1, shkelqim.berisha@ubt-uni.net2
Abstract. On a daily basis, people from various professions and disciplines need information in
order to make decisions, solve problems, or analyze situations. Most of information today is
being generated and saved digitally. However, saving that information easily and having quick
access to it is far from enough. The fundamental thing is for the processes of comunication and
storage of that information to be performed in the safest way possible. Cryptography is one of
the key components of information security, the main purpose of which is to secure data in a way
that does not grant unauthorized parties access to it. In spite of that, current cryptographical
systems have several weaknesses. As technology becomes more advanced over time,
cryptographical attacks are expected to continue to improve. Consequently, in order for
information security to be resilient to attacks against it, cryptography has to enhance
simultaneously. Quantum cryptography is presented as a potential solution to the current
problems and weaknesses of classical cryptography. Quantum cryptography is not being offered
as a substitute to classical cryptography, but as an addition that would be combined with current
cryptographical systems. By making use of the concepts of quantum mechanics, it is evaluated if
quantum cryptography can offer security solutions which classical cryptography is not able to
provide. The possibily is argued by analyzing the security and performance of the One-Time Pad
algorithm in classical cryptography, and by comparing it to the same algorithm implemented in
quantum cryptography. Finally, after comparing and thoroughly analyzing both implementations
of the algorithm, and considering all arguments, a conclusion is drawn regarding the possibility
of using quantum cryptography as a solution to some of the current and future problems
encountered in information security.
Keywords: information security, cryptography, algorithms, One-Time Pad
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Cloud Computing and Enterprise Data Reliability
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UBT – Higher Education Institution, Lagjja Kalabria, 10000 p.n., Prishtine,
Kosovo
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Abstract. Cloud services offer many benefits from information and communication technology
that to be credible must first be secured. To use the potential of cloud computing, data is
transferred, processed and stored in the infrastructures of these service providers. This indicates
that the owners of data, particularly enterprises, have puzzled when storing their data is done
outside the scope of their control.
Research conducted on this topic show how this should be addressed unequivocally. The
provided information on the organization of cloud computing models, services and standards,
with a focus on security aspects in protecting enterprise data where emphasis shows how data
access is treated with reliability from providers of these services.
The topic turns to key security issues that companies should consider when they select the cloud
service provider. Case studies from this research gives the fulfillment of these key security points
from the providers of these services.

Keywords: AWS, EC2, IaaS, IEEE, ISO, NIST, PaaS, SaaS, SAS, SLA, SSL, TLS
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Can Cloud Radio Access Network (C-RAN) meet 5G
fronthaul challenges?
Xhafer Krasniqi
UBT – Higher Education Institution, Lagjja Kalabria, 10000 p.n., Prishtine,
Kosovo
xhafer.krasniqi@ubt-uni.net
Abstract. There was a lot of hype around C-RAN architecture during the last couple of years
that has forced the industry to pay closer attention and to consider C-RAN as a key technology
for the next generation mobile networks fronthaul. C-RAN addresses a number of challenges to
support the great data demand on the fronthaul side that was mainly the network bottleneck.
The main concept behind C-RAN is the functional split between two main components of a
mobile base station, RRH (Remote Radio Head) and BBU (BaseBand Units) that can lead to a
number of improvements on different fronts, e.g. energy efficiency, increase of network capacity,
reduction of latency, reduction of physical space etc. The BBU can move away from the mobile
base station and as such avoid the need for too much power on the base station and reduces the
required physical space.
This paper will examine the existing fronthaul challenges and issues, existing fronthaul
interfaces, proposed fronthaul architectures, pooling of BBUs, key issues and challenges to be
addressed by the new fronthaul architecture and standards activities around C-RAN. C-RAN is
currently under development and being standardised and as such can evolve further to address
the 5G requirements and demands.
Keywords: C-RAN, fronthaul, backhaul, RRH, BBU, 5G, CPRI, Radio over Ethernet, NGFI
standards.
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Simulation of the Pulmonary Circulation – Comparison
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Abstract. Pulmonary hypertension is a severe disease and can even lead to heart failure.
Therefore it is important that the knowledge about pressure and flow waveforms in the pulmonary
circulation is improved, which is the aim of mathematical models. Over the last decades different
kinds of mathematical models were applied to simulate blood pressures and flows in the
pulmonary circulation. In this work we are looking at three different approaches of mathematical
models used in different studies in the past and are trying to compare them. The first model, we
will look at is the Windkessel model, which is often related to an electrical circuit. The
Windkessel model is a good approach, if one is interested in the variation of the pressure only
over time and not in terms of location. Secondly, the Womersley solutions based on linearised
Navier Stokes equations are taken into account. Compared to the Windkessel model, they take
spatial distribution of pressure and flow in the vessels as well as reflections into account.
Furthermore, we are also considering the onedimensional nonlinearised Navier-Stokes equations.
In this approach, a structured tree is often used as boundary condition to model the small
arterioles, capillaries and even venules. Via this structured trees characteristics of the pulmonary
circulation especially in the regions of the small vessels can be investigated. Each of this
approaches has its pros and cons in terms of applying it to the pulmonary circulation. So
depending on the detailedness of modelling and simulating the pulmonary circulation, different
types of models should be considered.
Keywords: pulmonary circulation, Windkessel model, Womersley solutions, Navier-Stokes
equations, modelling and simulation
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Abstract. Agent-based modelling and simulation helps to analyze and predict behavior of
individuals in various environments. This contribution applies agent-based modelling and
simulation on a historic scenario: it investigates life at Bronze Age in the former mining village
Hallstatt in Austria. The model not only mimicries the work of individual miners, but also work
for production of nutrition, work for wood production. Parameters for the model are derived by
archaeological findings and by experimental archaeology. Main interest lies on the time
consumption to process the working tasks and on the time consumption for the traveling times
and transportation times. Especially travelling times to the fields with crop production, which
were situated remote from the mining settlement, are investigated: various simulated scenarios
give hints for a second settlement – a new challenge for the archaeologists.
Keywords: Agent-based Modelling, Simulation, Archaeology
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Abstract. Simulation Notes Europe (SNE), EUROSIM’s membership journal, features a series
on benchmarks for modelling approaches and simulation implementations. Up to now, 23
benchmarks have been defined, and 347‘solutions’ with different modelling approaches and
simulation implementations have been published in SNE. This contribution discusses the
ARGESIM Benchmark C4 / C10 ‘Dining Philosophers’ with up to now 41 ‘solutions’ sent in (C4
is more general, C10 addresses analysis and detection of deadlocks in time domain).The
benchmark aims for modelling and simulation of a discrete system, which is very well known as
benchmark in computer engineering. Described on an abstracted level, this problem consists of
five Philosophers (Users) sitting in front of five bowls of rice and only one chopstick (Resources)
between two bowls. Due to the need of two chopsticks per person, not all Philosophers can eat at
the same time. Under certain circumstances, each Philosopher holds one chopstick in one hand
which can lead to a deadlock. A classical approach for describing the Dining Philosophers
problem is use of (i) Petri nets, which can analyse the system statically, or which can be used as
basis for time analysis by simulation. Other approaches are (ii) process simulation, where the
philosophers (entities) pass different servers (meditating, eating) server) where they queue in
front (queues) (iii) event modelling, where events describe change of eating phase and thinking
phase of the philosopher, and (iv) (UML) state chart modelling, where the states (eating, thinking)
are the dominating modelling constructs This contributions presents a complete solution and
compares some of the sent in modelling approaches and simulation software implementations.
Keywords: Simulation, Petri net, events, Dining Philosophers
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Abstract. This contribution presents the challenges and a success story of the last two years
development in the field of education in mathematics for engineering students at TU Wien. The
concept of the education in mathematics changed over the years. Due to the fact that the courses
are held for students of engineering studies the deep theoretical knowledge is not the main
concern. It is important to teach all the methods and tools necessary for the field of engineering.
Additionally students should understand the notation, the mathematical concept behind and the
connections between the different tools. In order to fulfil these requirements the courses are based
on two main concepts, theoretical understanding and practical application. Together with a tutor
the students gain the theoretical knowledge to learn the relations between the methods and
subjects. The practical part is mostly transferred to an online learning tool based on symbolic
computation. The challenge is now to find the right system to combine theory and exercise in a
sufficient and feasible way. This contribution illustrates all steps towards this structure including
challenges and success on this way.
Keywords: E-learning, engineering mathematics, symbolic computation
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Abstract. The Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN) has gained popularity as a new technology
for e-Health, and is considered as one of the key research areas in computer science and
healthcare applications. WBAN collects patients’ data, monitors constantly their physiological
parameters, using small implantable or wearable sensors, and communicates these data using
wireless communication techniques in short range. WBAN is playing a huge role in improving
the quality of healthcare. Designers of WBAN have previously balanced safety, consistency,
intricacy, energy efficiency, and cost. Still, due to sensitive and concurrent nature of e-Heath
systems, current research has showed that designers must also take into considerations the
security and privacy protection of the data collected by a WBAN to safeguard patients from
different exploits or malicious attacks, since e-health technology are increasingly connected to
the Internet via wireless communications. In this paper we review relevant research work on
WBAN security, and outline the most important security requirements. Furthermore, we discuss
key security principles to follow and usual security hazards to avoid. Finally, we conclude with
a summary of non-closed research issues that address security and privacy concerns, and need to
be explored in an increasingly connected healthcare world.
Keywords: Wireless Body Area Network, e-Health, WBAN Security.
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Abstract. One of the acute problems in the academic world would appear to be plagiarism
(prevention and detection) issues. Based on this fact, numerous software systems are developed
in accordance with the growing demand from educational institutions. In principle, systems use
algorithms for string sort (matching algorithms) to detect potential cases of plagiarism. Each of
them, although original solution-wise is prone to be vulnerable in terms of security. These
software platforms are questioned mainly in terms of character incompatibility with the system.
This enables two identical documents (plagiarism and original) although the same in content to
not be detected by the system considering that they are written with different alphabet (for the
same characters).
Plagiarism Detection System addresses this problem by converging and “translating” all data in
one readable character format, exposing any plagiarised documents (data). This is achieved by
giving each character unique value regardless of the alphabet in which it is written in the
document. The realization of this is done through the implementation of the variation of string
sort algorithm. This enables the system to face eventual errors where the client 'deceives' the
system forcing the system to compare the document in database, written in an alphabet that is not
supported.
Keywords: Matching Algorithms, Rabin-Karp, Software Platform, SaaS, Plagiarism Detection
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Generalization of strong convergence theorem in CAT (0)
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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to give the generalization condition of T-Ciric quasi
contractive mapping. Also to study the generalization of strong convergence theorem of modified
S-iteration process for Ciric quasi contractive operator in the framework of CAT (0) spaces based
on new generalized condition for T-Ciric quasi contractive mapping. Our results extend and
generalize many known results from the previous work given in the existing literature (see [1,6]).
Keywords: convergence, T- Ciric, mapping.
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Abstract. Usage of programmable logic devices PLD has increased in the latest years because
of the ability to quickly implement complex types of electronic systems while reducing cost and
time of synthesis. This technology enables dynamic reconfiguration of different applications
according to specific requirements. Also, power consumption and its loss is becoming an
increasingly important requirement in the design of systems for portable applications fed by
batteries.
Other factors to be taken into account in the consumption of power are elements that are used for
manufacturing, packaging, and cooling systems. Power consumption must be taken into
consideration especially for wireless applications where battery technologies provide power 20
W/h and voltage 1,2 volts. Despite improvements in battery technology, the development of
methods for reducing the energy consumption plays a decisive role in portable applications.
Therefore, modeling of power consumption has become a requirement with the highest impact
in the performance of FPGA elements. Despite generated models of the different manufacturers
of these elements, this article will appear comparisons of models based on experimental
measurements performed on both CPLD and FPGA elements. Based on these models is selected
to simulate a system that will be implemented in two elements and see how reduced power
consumption, without affecting system performance. Experimental results show that FPGA
elements have better performance and significantly reduce the power consumption.
Keywords: models, power consumption, CPLD/FPGA
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Abstract. Knowing how to communicate in the target language is the main goal of most language
learners. Furthermore, it is very challenging for teachers to bring real world communication
experiences in classroom settings where English is not the native language. Hence, in this paper
I explore the role of virtual simulations in promoting communicational and collaboration
opportunities to non-native speakers of English. In my research, I describe how virtual worlds
improve communicative and collaborative skills of non-native speakers of English. Moreover, I
investigate how virtual worlds can create a learner centered environment where students take
control of their own language production. And third, I explore how the affordances of virtual
worlds can enhance non-native English students’ communication and collaboration by engaging
them in contextual and authentic environment.
Keywords: Computer Assisted Language Learning, Virtual worlds, Communication,
Collaboration.
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Abstract. Living a world invaded by technology leads to an easier life in many aspects. Taking
in consideration that some decades ago people spent days or months to communicate by letters,
while in the end of 90’ the creation of mobile communications changed the way of connecting
the people with traditionally Voice, Data, and SMS. With introduction of smartphones in the last
years, communication evolved into another step. But now data communication used by
smartphones is competing with the traditional mobile in all aspects. By using unmanaged IP
services such as Skype or Wechat can be exploited with lower access speeds. This obviously
impacts the revenue of Mobile Network Operators. The communication trend now is via Instant
messaging applications. Many free IM applications exist in the market and mostly of them are
free of charge, but only a few are really popular and competitive all over the globe. With this
paper we aim to present the most popular mobile applications used for communication and their
performance differences. We are going to give answers in terms of number of users, their
popularity, functionality, development, transmission speed and most important security and
privacy. At the end, any user will have a detailed panorama on which IM applications are best
suited for their needs and preferences.
Keywords: Communication, IM application, Mobile network, security.
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Abstract. The paper expressions the data distribution in different Data Centers in Higher
Education institutions and other organizations. As result it increases the reliability and durability
of data providing them in different locations. In this paper we discuss the Distribution of data
using replication in Microsoft Hyper-V known as Microsoft Server Virtualization where many
services are offered through Virtualization by dividing applications and other services in Virtual
Machines then replicating them in other nodes in multiple data centers.
Keywords: Data distribution, Microsoft Hyper-V, Virtual Machines, Replication, reliability,
durability.
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Abstract. In September 2015 and October 2015 Europe was confronted with a dramatic
migration movement - the so-called refugee crisis 2015. Migration behaviour seems to be driven
by individual and personal circumstances of the refugees. From a macroscopic viewpoint,
migration is a special kind of spatial population dynamics. Parts of a population migrate from
one region into another region, driven by repulsive forces in the start region, and by attractive
forces of the destination region. Regions often try to control migration by border control separation forces for the migration movement. These forces, together with the pathway of
migration, allow a modelling approach for the migration movement as behavioural spatial
interaction model.
This contribution presents a macroscopic time-discrete dynamic model for migration movement,
based on the forces of repulsion, attraction, and separation between regions, countries, or states.
The topology - the pathway of migration - is described by a partly directed graph with regions as
nodes, and the migration force from one region into another is an appropriate function of the
driving forces repulsion, attraction, and separation. The model can be seen as a generalisation of
classic gravitation- like model for population migration with John Steward's concept of
demographic gravitation. Attraction forces between regions are compiled by seven components:
gross domestic product (GPD), fragile state index (FSI), migrants in the countries, maximum of
attractive forces of accessible countries, exceeded capacity of the country, asylum recognition
rate, and asylum recognition quote in Europe. Repulsion forces are compiled by five components:
gross domestic product (GPD), fragile state index (FSI), exceeded capacity of the country,
asylum recognition rate, and asylum recognition quote in Europe. Separation forces are controls
by bilateral border actions. Some regions are transit regions, which allow a simpler compilation
of migration flow.
Time basis for the model is one day: update is given by the balance of inflow and outflow of
migrants driven by the migration forces. This macroscopic approach models the migration
movement on the basis of whole populations, so the simulation results have to be interpreted in
a qualitative manner and not in absolute numbers. The implemented model serves three tasks: (i)
an a posteriori simulation of the refugee crisis 2015, (ii) an a priori simulation (forecast) for the
migration movement in summer 2016 with given prerequisites, and (iii) simulation with different
scenarios of separation forces (border control)
(i) Using data of the refugee crisis 2015 from official indeed allows to parameterize and to
identify the model for the migration from Syria to Western Europe in September and October
2015. Parameters in the model are the weighting functions for the components of the driving
forces, which are identified by heuristic knowledge and comparison with result data.
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(ii) Topological data from 2015 and 'initial' migration data for 2016 allow a forecast for the
migration of Syria to Western Europe under closed Balkan route and applyinf so-called Turkey
- Deal. Begin of 2017, model parameters will be adjusted wrt new data available.
(iii) With topological data from 2015 and 'initial' migration data for 2016 scenarios for migration
movement in summer 2016 can be simulated under experimental change of repulsive forces,
attraction forces, and especially of separation forces (closing at Brenner Pass, closing of German
borders).
Models are in any case a simplification of reality, but they should help in better understanding of
complex dynamics - as migration movement, and the intention of the model is to improve the
situation of refugees under appropriate prerequisites.
Keywords: Mathematical Models, Macroscopic Modelling, Interaction Mechanism, Population
Dynamics, Migration Simulation
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Abstract. The testing of simulation models has much in common with testing processes in other
types of application involving software development. However, there are also important
differences associated with the fact that simulation model testing involves two distinct aspects,
which are known as verification and validation. Model validation is concerned with investigation
of modelling errors and model limitations while verification involves checking that the
simulation program is an accurate representation of the mathematical and logical structure of the
underlying model. Success in model validation depends upon the availability of detailed
information about all aspects of the system being modelled. It also may depend on the availability
of high quality data from the system which can be used to compare its behaviour with that of the
corresponding simulation model. Transparency, high standards of documentation and good
management of simulation models and data sets are basic requirements in simulation model
testing. Unlike most other areas of software testing, model validation often has subjective
elements, with potentially important contributions from facevalidation procedures in which
experts give a subjective assessment of the fidelity of the model. Verification and validation
processes are not simply applied once but must be used repeatedly throughout the model
development process, with regressive testing principles being applied. Decisions about when a
model is acceptable for the intended application inevitably involve some form of risk assessment.
A case study concerned with the development and application of a simulation model of a hydroturbine and electrical generator system is used to illustrate some of the issues arising in a typical
control engineering application. Results from the case study suggest that it is important to bring
together objective aspects of simulation model testing and the more subjective facevalidation
aspects in a coherent fashion. Suggestions are also made about the need for changes in approach
in the teaching of simulation techniques to engineering students to give more emphasis to issues
of model quality, testing and validation.
Keywords: validation, verification, transparency, documentation, control engineering, education
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Abstract. Requirements for exploitation of renewable energy have occupied a special place in
the world of developed technology; they carry in themselves the hope of a viable advanced
possibility towards sustainable development.
The main focus of the assignment is, the impact of climatic conditions, efficient energy use of
RES and geographical possibilities of installing Reneweable power plants without other
influences of CO2 pollution and smog of aerosol, which can sensitively contribute to the security
of electricity supply all customers of power system for Kosovo.
Management of data on air quality monitoring stations in a central electronic action,
Establishment of new generation capacity according to the model RES of the EU Directives,
Development of a visionary strategy for the future with 100% clean energy.
The system for the future will be close the generation of burning fossil fuels (coal) to power
plants Kosovo A and B, the vision of the future will be 100% renewable energy, with reducing
emissions by looking at the zero value. The concerns of the modern world is to create a clean
living environment, at the same time meeting ever greater demand for the use of energy, in
general, by European directives in meeting the standards. Sustainable development is about new
strategies to promote feedin tariffs and to motivated investment by new strategy economical of
goverment. Our comprehensive approach to sustainability reporting includes details on our
approach, commitments, performance insights and the measured results of research. In the future,
the development stratetgy will be forced to alternative energy sources. The technology will help
in increasing the efficiency and efficasity of RES.
Keywords: Climatic Condition, Effect of aerosol, Sustainable energy system, Reneveable
Energy, Geografical postion.
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Abstract. One of the biggest sources of pollution land and water are industrial waste waters.
At section of zinc industry in complex Trepca during the process of zink production acquire(are
gained or obtained) wastewater where their negative impact is wider extent of contamination of
land with which it comes in contact and in this case comes to the accumulation ions of heavy
metals, surface-water and then mixing with groundwater and pollution.
Directly with vulnerable is Sitnica river, in which contaminated water flows from the industrial
unit for the production of Zn, which flows into the Ibar river, which still flows into the Morava
river in Serbia, thus presents a problem internationally.
The objective of the paper is concerned with the characteristics of industrial wastewater from the
section of zinc in Trepca complex and their impact on water pollution around.
Are made quantitative and qualitative analyzes of samples of polluted water before and after the
production process and is found high content of ions of heavy metals such as: Pb, Zn, Cu, Fe,
Cd, Bi, Ni, Co, Sb , Sn, etc., and which exceed the values of MLD,provided by international
legislative rules.
Neutralization is made of industrial wastewater based on the pH value and concluded that the
water is rich belongs to the category of IV water according to legal regulations for water.
Keywords: Neutralization, wastewater, contamination
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Abstract World seems to go green regarding the energy, however the cost of green energy is
high and as a result of security issues nuclear energy seems to be avoided, while introducing
business and outsourcing concepts nuclear energy seems to be solution.
Keywords: Energy, Environment, Shareholders, Outsourcing
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Abstract. In the modern electrical distribution network and utility companies a steady increase
in the need for high quality and safe delivery of electricity to consumers is evident, which requires
an adequate distribution network, that is a network with high quality voltage and low loss of
energy, with a small number of failures and equipment failure , etc. In this paper is proposed a
way of representing the mathematical model of distribution networks. For calculations of energy
applications, the best way for representation distribution network is in form of graph of the radial
structure. By presenting the distribution network in the form of a radial structure graph, which
consists of nodes and branches, possible through the use of specialized compensation algorithms
for the calculation of steady state and fault analysis. Advantages of these algorithms, as compared
to other algorithms are much shorter time needed for calculation and much higher accuracy of
calculation results.
Keywords: Distribution Network, Distribution Management System, Model Topology Service,
Bus / Branch model, Mathematical Model of Distribution Networks.
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Abstract. Industrial discharge waters, especially those of producers of detergents are one of the
main polluters of surface waters in Prizren. The greatest polluters are: vehicle laundry and
laundry of mega clothes, as well as factories producing liquid detergents, as well as powder ones.
Concentration of active substances and perborate polyphosphate detergents also increase the
wastewater from households. Therefore, we can say that the washing detergents, cleaning, are
not safe for the environment, all of those are in varying degrees dangerous pollutants. Their
presence represents the most acute problem of water supply in the city of Prizren. In this paper
are treated physico-chemical indicators of pollution that may be caused by emissions from
factories producing washing substances in the region of Prizren, Kosovo. And especially, will be
treated contaminants from the manufacturing industry to washing agents, whose production due
to massive use causes the polluting of current waters. This has happened because they have not
paid attention to the chemical and physical- chemical features of phosphates and other
compounds that affect eutrophication of Lumbardhi River. The problems of eutrophication also
represents a form of disruption of the ecological balance of nature and consist with increasing
phosphorus compounds in waters, where it causes the rapid development of the planktons and
algae, causing damage to water quality. The Microbiologic problem of dissolution of tensids even
at low concentrations causes creating dense and stable foam in waters surface, which prevents
digestion of oxygen from the air into the water and thus the question of the survival of flora and
fauna in those waters of the river Lumbardhi, as well as its use for drinks. This problem is caused
by the wide use of detergents that contained tensids with branched range of hydrocarbons, which
as the main representative is dodecyl benzene - sulfonate of tetramer type.
Keywords: detergents, phosphate ion, phosphate pent oxide, total phosphorus, sodium
tripoliphosphorus, sodium perborate.
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Abstract. Earth’s atmosphere is composed of a variety of chemical compounds that act as
greenhouse gases. Carbon dioxide (CO2) is of primary concern due to growing global emissions
in recent history. Since the expansion of coal use during the industrial revolution and the
expansion of petroleum use during the 20th century, CO2 emissions have risen steadily.
The major factor in Kosovo’s political, social, and economic life today is the development and
social sustainability. The biggest challenge for Kosovo remains the economy , efficiencu energy
and environment. The present economy and environmental situation in Kosova, put as in front of
the responsibility to act more rationally towards nature and to be more responsible towards the
protection of the environment for future generations. The establishment of energy sector,
similarly to most of Kosova's industry, took place during the socialist times (i.e., between 1960s
and 1980s). This includes the establishment of Kosova's thermal power plants and mining
The protection lack of environment during the last 16 years,(especially earlier in history) as well
as the conflict in Kosova has the origin of huge problems regarding present environmental
situation in Kosova. The most important emissions to air from the combustion of fossil fuels are
SO2, NOx, particulate matter (PM), heavy metals and greenhouse gases such as CO 2. The
problem with dust emissions is serious and apparently cannot be solved without major redesign
of the boilers. Ash from the both power plants is currently transported by open belt conveyors
and is deposited at dumpsites. No environmental protection measures in the dumpsites are taken
to prevent ash spreading by wind.
In order to reduce CO2 emissions and pollution in general, two actions will be employed. One is
an action by the measure of policy and regulation. The other action is the development of
technologies. Policy& regulation: 1) closing old coal plants (TP KosovoA); reduced electricity
by energy saving. 2) Replacing, Renewable Technologies:3) improving efficiency and deploying
old technologies and techniques-used BACT (Best Available Control Technology).
Keyword: Air pollution, power plants, CO2 emissions, reduction of pollution
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Abstract: Urban trees, have different functions in cities, at several levels, such as the
environmental, ecological, social, economic, cultural and aesthetic, promoting the image and
character of an urban area.
Increase of the number of residents in urban areas in Kosovo, directly affected in growth rate of
environmental pollution. Air quality is a major problem in many urban areas in the Republic of
Kosovo and therefore has an impact on human health. The main serious air pollutants are:
Nitrogen Oxide, Sulfur Oxide, Carbon Monoxide, Carbon Dioxide and different dusts.
Urban vegetation can directly and indirectly affect local and regional air quality by altering the
urban atmospheric environment. The four main ways that urban trees affect air quality and reduce
greenhouse gases are: temperature reduction and other microclimatic effects removal of air
pollutants emission of volatile organic compounds and tree maintenance emissions energy effects
on buildings.
The urban forest can help improve air quality by reducing air temperature, directly removing
pollutants from the air, and reducing energy consumption in buildings, which consequently
reduce air pollutant emissions from power plants. During the 2014-2015 period, the subjects of
the research in our experimental field, are four urban trees: Acer platonoides, Catalpa
binonoides,Tilia argentea and Liquidambar styraciflua have been studied. The growth period of
the cultivars studied from May to November under Kosovo climate conditions. The studied
cultivars have an impact on urban landscape architecture, air quality, ecological and promoting
maximum aesthetic appearance, with beautiful colours (leaves).
Keywords: urban trees, ecological, air quality, aesthetic appearance.
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Abstract. The landfilled slags obtained over the years from reduction smelting of lead
agglomerates at the Trepca lead smelter contain numerous components as metal oxides and
sulphides as well as metals in elementary state. Among others they contain various forms of Pb,
Zn, Cu, Ag, Ge, Tl, In, As, Bi, Sb. These are valuable elements that may turn these slags to a new
important “raw material” for their extraction.
The purpose of this work carried out in cooperation with FLOGEN Technologies Inc. in
Canada/USA is twofold: (1) determination of the composition of these slags and (2) selection of
the most suitable process and equipment for the extraction of valuable metals from these slags.
Based on the chemical composition results of 354 samples and mineralogical analysis then the
quantity of these landfilled slag, which is estimated to be about 3 million tons it was concluded
that these slags constitute a feasible waste for extraction of valuable metals.
In order to select the optimal process for the separation/extraction of these metals some existing
extraction processes were studied based on fuming, electro thermic separation etc. Waelz process
was also analysed since it enables the processing of solid slag whose components have different
vapour pressures, assures low rate of metal loss during processing and achieves generally good
results in terms of economic feasibility.
Keywords: Valuable metals, Trepca, electro thermic separation, metal extraction process
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Abstract. This paper outlines the possibility of implementing the MPC method to control the pH
in water, inside the water reactor (or decarbonator) of the Water Treatment Plant. Models that
describe the behavior of pH in the reactor are highly nonlinear. Due to linear MPC
implementation, the non-linear Models have been linearized. Since models may vary depending
on the different working conditions, only 5 were chosen with the most appropriate characteristics
for this research.
Keywords: Decarbonization, Water Treatment Plant Model, Predictive Control
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Abstract. The use of gantry crane systems for transporting payload is very common in industrial
application. However, moving the payload using the crane is not an easy task especially when
strict specifications on the swing angle and on the transfer time need to be satisfied. To overcome
this problem, an intelligent gantry crane system had been introduced. Fuzzy logic controllers
were adopted, designed and implemented for controlling payload position as well as the swing
angle of the gantry crane. Fuzzy logic defines rules that determine the behavior of the system
using word descriptions instead of mathematical equations also fuzzy logic control algorithms
can be used to solve problems that are difficult to address with traditional control techniques.
Fuzzy control strategy is proposed to control the stability of crane work. It is beneficial that the
fuzzy logic concentrates on the significance rather than the accuracy and the mechanism is
applied without get in complex mathematics, therefore the only important thing here is the
stability.
Keyword: Fuzzy logic controllers, Gantry crane system
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System Architecture of Wireless Networks and Sensors
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Abstract. This paper introduces the basic compositions and infrastructures of Wireless Sensor
Networks (WSN) implemented in variety of civilian and military applications, which require
constant monitoring, detection and control of specific events inside of modern network systems.
Keywords: Wireless, WiMAX, WiFi, Bluetooth, ZigBee
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Classification of Electronic Oscillators
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Abstract. This paper introduces main types of electronic oscillators as devices that in general
convert energy from a direct-current source to a periodically varying electric output. Oscillators
take two general forms: First, stand-alone benchtop units designed for electronic testing and
measurement and Second, circuits integrated to other devices and many electronic circuits, such
as radio receivers, transmitters, sciences, music, broadcasting, medical diagnosis, computing and
other devices.
Keywords: Amplifiers, Oscillators, Resonators
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Abstract. Blindness is one of the most spread disabilities in the word, there are approximately
285 million people visually impaired worldwide 39 million are blind and 246 million have low
vision. In this paper we will introduce new design of glasses for blind people using ultrasonic
sensor to detect the obstacles in order to assist blind people in everyday life. The sensor is located
in center of the glasses and it can detect obstacles in range up to 4 m with very high precision
and in very short time. The distance of the obstacle to blind person is acknowledged by two
vibrators close to ears and as the obstacle gets closer the vibration will increase the intensity so
the user can have a better understanding of surrounding object. The device is cost oriented and is
planned to be open source including the solid works design that can be 3D printed, programming
code and hardware wiring will be included. With this device it is not intended to replace white
cane that blind people use it is intended to complement it.
Keywords: Blindness, disabled assistance, open source, obstacles detection, white cane, glasses
sensor.
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Abstract. Usage of programmable logic devices PLD has increased in the latest years because
of the ability to quickly implement complex types of electronic systems while reducing cost and
time of synthesis. This technology enables dynamic reconfiguration of different applications
according to specific requirements. Also, power consumption and its loss is becoming an
increasingly important requirement in the design of systems for portable applications fed by
batteries.
Other factors to be taken into account in the consumption of power are elements that are used for
manufacturing, packaging, and cooling systems. Power consumption must be taken into
consideration especially for wireless applications where battery technologies provide power 20
W/h and voltage 1, 2 volts. Despite improvements in battery technology, the development of
methods for reducing the energy consumption play a decisive role in portable applications.
Therefore, modeling of power consumption has become a requirement with the highest impact
in the performance of FPGA elements. Despite generated models of the different manufacturers
of these elements, this article will appear comparisons of models based on experimental
measurements performed on both CPLD and FPGA elements. Based on these models is selected
to simulate a system that will be implemented in two elements and see how reduced power
consumption, without affecting system performance. Experimental results show that FPGA
elements have better performance and significantly reduce the power consumption.
Keywords: models, power consumption, CPLD/FPGA
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Abstract: In most of the industries it is quite unusual for a single company to carry out all
activities from product design, production and final assembly to distribution to their final
customers. The value chain of an organization and the mode how it performs individual activities
is a reflection of its progression through time, its strategy and its approach to implement
strategies. Thought, organizations consist the system of value creation, or common value chain,
accordingly, value chain analysis should cover the investigation of whole system of values within
which organization operates. The concept of the value chain is based on the interpretation of the
organizations processes oriented towards product and service creation with the logics where the
value exceeds the cost needed for product and service creation.
This paper discusses the value chain by using descriptive method unfolding the full range of
activities required to bring a product or service from concept through other stages of production,
to distribution, and to final customers, including recycling and disposal. Through explorative
research which is conducted in four selected industries and thirty organizations, the main
assumption of this research is validated. The value chain major activities in Kosovo business
network are identified and analysed. The results of this research provide with a helpful implement
for more awareness and understanding of value chain in the environment of developing economy.
Furthermore, the outcomes of the research provide with the reason explaining why these activities
are considered as the most important in studied industries. The most important identified and
analysed aspects are: product cost, quality, innovation and sales.
Keywords: value chain, business, product, cost, quality, innovation
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Abstract. Russian authorities pay attention to SMB and work out various means for their
development. But in our recent research it was concluded that SMB in Russia does not play its
economic role properly. There are two sides of relations between SMB and public authorities.
From one side SMB are the taxpayers. But is unlikely to be much of an exaggeration to say that
everywhere in the world SMB complain that the tax load is too big and will prefer not to pay
taxes at all. From the other hand SMB are the recipients of financial support from public
authorities as well as the users of special regimes of taxation focused to decrease the tax load.
Therefore, the state has the right to expect SMB to be efficient in solving some social and
economic tasks. The objective of current study is to examine how Russian SMB build their
relations with public authorities, in particular, how they implement tax optimization using the
opportunities of special regimes and what consequences can follow. Methodology of research is
based on statistic methods. Information base is constituted by the data of federal and regional
statistics of Russia. As the results of the study the recommendations for correction of some means
for SMB stimulation are formulated.
Keywords: SMB, entrepreneurship, taxation, special tax regimes, financial support
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Abstract. Management of an organisation is a very sensitive matter which involves many
aspects. The most important aspect of a good management is to do the things which are necessary
and in the correct places in order to achieve higher effectiveness which is desired by all the
management staff. In order to achieve this a good manager needs to possess abilities to envision
the future development of the section he’s in charge of by applying proper strategies. Motivation,
proper management of the staff, setting goals that need to be achieved and proper rewarding of
the people are things that are necessary to be applied.
The most important thing crucial to the public sector as a significant part of a nation’s economy
is good management of people. The significance of proper motivation of the staff is also crucial.
This paper will discuss these aspects and especially the aspect of implementation of good
management in the Republic of Macedonia. The economy worldwide indicates serious changes
especially in the public sector. The aspect of role of the managers in the process of moving
forward and applying good management policies will also be discussed paying special attention
of the decision making process, motivation, and rewarding of the staff in the public sector.
Nevertheless, one thing that has to be also noted is proper and regular training of the employees
in the public sector in order to raise their performance by doing things efficiently and in such
way to achieve the desired effectiveness.
Empirical research that was made and which will be shown here will emphasize the level of good
management implementation in the Republic of Macedonia and the areas that needs to be
improved.
Keywords: Good management, public sector, effectiveness, proper management of the staff,
decision making
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Abstract. Development and implementation of Accounting Standards is not intended and
perceived as something immediate and unchanging, but as an ongoing process (Bollano J 2010).
This process not only requires its time, material infrastructure and professional capacities, but on
the other hand, the problems appeared yet. The implementation of national accounting standards
of the period 2008 to 2014, although it is considered an achievement for our country, highlighted
some of these problems. In this way, the reflection of the requirements. arising from the case, but
the need to facilitate and simplify accounting practices (Bollano J 2016) conditioned their
improvement. In addition to their adaptation to changes in the field of international financial
reporting reflects some other factor in the driving continuous improvement of standards in the
EU integration path. But are these significant improvements solving the problems that
accompanied the implementation of NAS? To give an answer, in this study we used data from
two questionnaires addressed to the compiler of the financial statements before and after the
implementation of improved standards. Through comparative descriptive and correlation
analysis, results showed that improvements have contributed little to alleviate the problems that
accompanied the implementation of the NAS. These improvements are identified easily in
mismatch of tax and accounting legislation, and also the knowledge of the compiler of the
financial statements. Still more work in terms of training, and usefulness of the information
reported in the financial statements under NAS improved, adaptation of tax legislation to that
amount. On the other hand the standards have brought improvements simplify some accounting
practices, rated important for some economic units operating in our country.
Keywords: NAS, implamantation, accounting standards, integration
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Abstract. The models based on assets, dividents, cash flow and returns are identical, however,
in the real world, a perfect environment does not exist, thus the results of the models applied
throughout the assessment of the companies are different. Therefore, in such an environment, the
data used during the capital assessment represent the assessment of the future values and their
measurement is important during the predictions.
The aim of the study is to explain the concept of 'market real value' of the companies and the
methodological instrumentarium for their assessment, with a special focus on the factors that
influence the company's capital value.
Within the scope of the methodological instrumentarium for the assessment of the companies
based on the dynamic assessment methods it will be discussed how the financial and contable
risks are incorporated in the company's capital value. The methods applied in the study case will
be the method of the discount cash flow (DCF), which will be further materialized in three
scenarios: basic, optimistic and pesimistic.
For each sceanrio, the relevant factors that determine the elements of cash flow are researched.
Each scenario predicts a complete analysis of the company's economy, of its demand and
performance. It is formed by the 'basket" of all hypothesis put together and it represents a new
hypothetical situation in which the company finds itself.
Keywords: capital, market real value, assets, dividend, risk.
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Abstract. In this work paper according analysis theoretic of graph, algorithm Dijkstra for finding
the short route, here we can present application algorithm Dijkstra how to find the lower price of
the furnisher for a costumer in the network distributions, presented with an example. Consider
that from manufacturer to the last costumer the price variety, we have question: from whom
distributions we can furnish with a same product and to pay lower price but the quality be
identical.
Keywords: Graph, weight, algorithm, distributor, price, minimal.
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Abstract. This research focuses on the creation of start-ups and the main reasons why they fail.
On the grounds of Doing Business annual report for 2014-2015, we have analyzed the business
climate in Albania, its adequacy and its ranking among Eastern European countries. Based on the
World Bank reports, we have come to the conclusion that Albania is not a business friendly
country due to unnecessary bureaucratic procedures and high costs leaving her in the eighteenth
place.
Keywords: start-up, risk of failure, prosperities
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Abstract. One of the development indicators for countries relates on export competitiveness. In
this study, it is calculated for Albania and Turkey, two emerging countries located in Central and
Eastern Europe. Their export competitiveness for commodities from Standard International
Trade Classification (SITC) is calculated based on their trade figures from United Nations’
Commodity Trade Statistics Database (comtrade.un.org/db/). These SITCs are grouped
according to requirements for technological infrastructure and five groups are proposed in the
literature; raw material intensifies goods (RMIG), labor intensive goods (LIG), capital-intensive
goods (CIG), easy imitable research oriented goods (EIRG) and difficultly imitable researchoriented goods (DIROG). The export competitiveness of Albania and Turkey is interpreted
according to the Revealed Symmetric Comparative Advantage (RSCA).
Keywords: International Trade, Export Competitiveness, Economic Development
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Abstract. With the increase in the number of armed conflicts over the past few decades,
consequences caused by anti-personnel mines, that are often aimed to injure, and explosive war
remnants, are became one of the most important humanitarian problems in the world today. In
some 60 countries, landmines are serious threat to the people while going about their daily
routines. Because their locations are unknown, they are invisible and they can remain active long
after conflict has ended. Landmines prevent reconstruction after conflict, they also render
potential agricultural lands unusable, causing environmental and economic devastation.
According to estimates by International Campaign to Ban Landmines, some 4,000 people around
the world are killed or handicapped annually from landmines or explosive war remnants. The
Humanitarian Demining which is described as the set of activities and tasks to ensure the removal
of all landmines or unexploded ordnance, including detection of landmines or unexploded
ordnance, inspection, modification, marking and clearance of mine contaminated areas and the
return of safe area to communities, is one of the five core components of mine action which aims
to reduce the social and environmental impacts of landmines and unexploded ordnance. This
study aims to take a comprehensive look at how humanitarian demining activities are planned
and evaluated from a socio-economic perspective. Surveys, reports and case studies conducted
by agencies and organizations involved in mine clearance, will be analyzed dealing with this
tragic problem of landmines and unexploded ordnance.
Keywords: Humanitarian Demining, Landmines, Unexploded Ordnance, Social and Economic
Reconstruction
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Geographic Proximity of Information to Financial
Markets and Impact on Stock Prices: Evidence from the
Ebola Outbreak
Riste Ichev1, Matej Marinč2
Abstract. Behavioral finance studies reveal that investors' sentiment affects investment decisions
and may therefore affect stock pricing. This paper examines whether the geographic proximity
of information disseminated by the 2014 Ebola Outbreak combined with intense media coverage
affected asset prices in the United States. The results show that the effect is generally negative
on the stock prices, also local media coverage strongly affects local trading, and the effect is more
pronounced in small and more volatile stocks and in companies belonging to less stable
industries. Furthermore, we find that both retail and institutional investors are more sensitive to
the intensity of coverage than to the content of information. Additional tests suggest significant
return spillover effects from U.S. markets to other markets one day after the determined event
date.
Keywords: Ebola outbreak, Information dissemination, Geographic proximity, Media coverage,
Investors’ sentiment
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Investment funds in Macedonia
Bukurie Imeri Jusufi1, Azir Jusufi2
1,2
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Abstract. Investment funds are financially mediation institutions which are formed with the mere
objective of collecting funds by individual investors and to invest it in different financial
instruments (stocks and bonds, money, foreign currencies), or in real estate.
They are analysed in this paper, their basic characteristics, their introduction and development
through the evolution of the society, and the advantages it has for the population to participate in
these financial mediators in the capital market.
Although there are more divisions of the investment funds, we have only analysed:
1) Investment funds according to the manner of mobilisation of funds, 2) investment funds
according to the kind and form of the property, 3) specialised investment funds, 4) International
investment funds with their basic subgroups, as well as their advantages and disadvantages.
They are one of the most flexible ways of managing the portfolio, because it can diversify the
risk of investment in stocks and bonds by holding different stocks and bonds. In the developed
market economies they have a key role in the functioning and the development of the capital
market. They instigate savings and the concentration and efficiency of the capital allocation.
In Macedonia, despite the fact that the Law on formation of Investment funds is adopted, their
development is not so advanced.
Keywords: investment funds, stocks, bonds, money, market.
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Joint Venture as a market entry mode into the foreign
market
Nehat Ramadani
UBT – Higher Education Institution, Lagjja Kalabria, 10000 p.n., Prishtine,
Kosovo
nehat.ramadani@ubt-uni.net
Abstract. The economic, political, and social changes that had happened over the last decade
have radically changed the landscape of global businesses. The entry mode strategies of
multinationals into foreign markets can be analyzed considering two perspectives: ownership and
establishment mode. The process of decision making on the mode of entry is a complex issue in
international business because of the many factors involved, and also the impact that such a
decision could imply to a firm’s performance in the external market. This paper focuses on
environmental factors such as political and economic issues with the aspect of entrance of foreign
banks into Kosova’s market. Despite the existence of several studies on the mode of entry into
the Balkan countries, little is known about entry modes adopted by the foreign companies when
entering Kosova’s market. Thus, the present study aims to investigate the Kosova’s market within
focusing on particularly join venture entrance mode from a banking perspective. The research is
based on a case study with a qualitative approach. This paper concludes that the joint venture
offer benefits to both partners as well as other stakeholders— providing customers with more
and a higher quality variety of banking services.
Keywords: International Entry Mode, market, Joint Venture Mode, Banking Sector, Politic
dimension.
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Abstract. Tax evasion and the perception about it are broadly discussed issues nowadays and
they have revived a lot of debates among ethics analysts or government representatives and
business executives or proprietors.
This paper explores the perception of Macedonian citizens of the severity of tax evasion relative
to other crimes and abuses. Perception of tax evasion may somewhat clarify the degree of
rebelliousness with the tax laws. Using data from a self- administered survey and a personnel
structured interview, the results of mean and comparative analysis will be examined to show
where the tax evasion is ranked in Macedonia in the list of fifty listed crimes.
There is a lack of research which deals with the topic of the perception of tax evasion by
Macedonian citizens. Moreover, as suggested by Andreoni et al. (1998) there is a huge gap and
thus a permanent need for international and cross country research on tax evasion; while the work
in the context of transition countries is still less developed. This paper aims to reduce this gap by
introducing some findings for businesses and tax policymakers.
The results of this study should be useful to business and government representatives in
Macedonia and elsewhere in the Balkans or wider.
Keywords: tax evasion, tax ethics, crimes, Macedonia
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Assessing the quality and use of economic data: the case
of Kosovo
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Abstract: Quality of economic data is of key importance in real assessment of economic situation
in a country. Among the challenges in Kosovo in terms of economic statistics is their quality and
consistency. Study will examine the quantity and quality of economic data with particular
emphasis on macroeconomic data. International statistical standards of the International
Monetary Fund, World Bank, European Central Bank and Eurostat are used as reference for
comparison regarding the quantity and quality of economic data. For the study purposes, the
economic data will be divided into sectors according to international standards such real sector,
fiscal, financial and external sector, with the special focus on data gaps. Official statistics
producers will be used as data inputs as specified in the respective law in Kosovo. As study will
show, the financial sector and the external statistics are broadly in line with international
statistical standards while the real and fiscal sectors needs further accelerated efforts. Data quality
are reliability, professional independence, transparency, accuracy are criteria to be used.
Statistics revision policy or procedure as well as time-series and accessibility will be part of the
study also. UBT STATS established in June 2013 deals with the collection, organization and
publication of statistical data and emerged as a need of having a structured database consistent
with international practices. A focus will be devoted to UBT STATS also as centre for statistics,
modelling, and economic forecasting.
Keywords: data quality; macroeconomic statistics; international statistical standards; data
consistency; transparency; data gaps.
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Application of Open Innovation by SME’s in Serbia
Vedat Zulfiu
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Abstract. Companies’ strategy is nowadays designed to provide the intellectual frameworks,
conceptual models, and governing ideas that allow the company’s manager to identify
opportunities for bringing value to customers. Nowadays in uncertain circumstances and
economic downturn, innovation is very important for companies. Thus, the innovation is the
single most important condition transforming the crises into an opportunity. Due to the fact that
not all the smart people work inside a company, companies need to work with people inside and
outside of the company.
In a closed innovation model, the development as well as marketing of new products takes place
within the boundaries of the ﬁrm, while open innovation concept has been coined based on the
principle that the firms can and should use external ideas as well as internal ideas, and internal
and external paths to market, as they look to advance their technology. There are many reasons
why companies are looking to open innovation. One of them is the changing market conditions
and the indirect rules of closed innovation which are causing unproductivity for companies.
Adapting open innovation principles requires proﬁciency in several different activities.
The purpose of this paper is to scrutinize activities of innovation in SME's in Serbia. It will
investigate if external sources (suppliers, customers, universities, agencies etc.) are considered
as important source in the innovation process by SME's in Serbia. Since, the innovation consists
from many phases; the interest of author is to see to which stage of innovation external sources
are involved in the process of innovation.
This paper will be written from positivism scientific perspective with use of a deductive
approach. A questionnaire will be applied by using quantitative method.
The empirical findings will be analyzed in comparison with existing theories and conclusions
will be reached.
Keywords: Innovation, Open Innovation, Supply Chain Management, Supply chain Integration.
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yucakal@gmail.com
Abstract. This study investigates the behaviour of Sarajevo Stock Exchange Index (SASE)
return volatility and with the use of conditional heteroscedasticity class models attempts to model
index volatility. Various univariate GARCH models with the daily data for a 6 year period are
employed in order to study the dynamics of the SASE market volatility at index level. Both
symmetric and asymmetric GARCH class models are utilized to test our hypothesis whether
GARCH (1, 1) model is superior to other models in modelling and forecasting series index. The
empirical results show that main index of Sarajevo Stock Exchange displays stylized facts typical
to financial data such as volatility clustering, excess kurtosis and high autocorrelation functions.
The hypothesis that a GARCH (1, 1) model is true data generating process of the returns of SASE
index has been tested and found to be correct.
Keywords: Forecasting volatility, GARCH Models, Sarajevo Stock Exchange
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Abstract. For the highest amount of companies, today the quality issue presents an important
first hand problem related specifically with goods and services that companies provide to
consumers.
Application of quality systems is not yet complete yet, but the goal is to have competition
between companies until achieving completed managing of TQM.
With this project we aim to contribute more for better recognition of ISO-standards ,,
International Organization for Standardization and HACCP-system ,, Hazard Analysis and
Critical Control Point’’ their impact on the effectiveness, profitability and fulfilling the needs
of customers in the market.
Keyword: ISO standards, competition, HACCP system, TQM.
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The Central Bank Monetary Policy and Its Effect on
Stock Returns
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sema.kazazi@ubt-uni.net
Abstract. In this study, the effect of the Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey's interest rate
decisions to the Domestic Government Bonds' return is analyzed. Interest rate decisions of the
Central Bank are divided into "expected" and "unexpected" by the market and the effects of these
two independent variables to the Domestic Government Bonds' interest rate is examined. The
analysis covers the interest rate decisions of the Central Bank between 2002 and 2009. The results
of this study showed us that the unexpected part of interest rate decisions of the Central Bank
affects the market interest rates highly and significantly whereas the expected part of it has a
restricted effect on the market interest rates.
Keywords: Central Bank, monetary policy, stock return, interest rate
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Bank Deposits and Effective Interest Rate
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Abstract. In this paper several types of deposits in a savings account at a specific interest rate
are shown, and the respective effective interest rate is calculated. Some cases of irregular
deposits and withdrawals are also considered. The financial consultant (calculator) CASIO FC 100V is used to mathematically calculate the balance and the effective interest rate.
Keywords: Regular deposits, balance, irregular deposits, nominal interest rate, effective interest
rate.
JEL Classification Code: G21
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Seemingly Unrelated Regressions (SUR) model: An
application to economic growth of Albania and Kosovo
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Abstract. This study analyses the economic growth of two neighbor countries, Albania and
Kosovo, by applying the Seemingly Unrelated Regressions (SUR) model. The author employs
historical data from World Development Indicators for Albania and Kosovo for the period 2007
to 2015. In two regression equations, the log of GDP that proxies each country’s economic
performance represents the dependent variable and foreign direct investments, trade, inflation
and domestic credit provided by financial sector are used as explanatory variables. Using Breusch
Pagan Lagrange multiplier, it is determined that there is contemporaneous correlation among
residuals across the two regression equations. According to this, a higher efficiency is gained by
applying SUR model in estimating the parameters of the equations.
By running the SUR for the two countries, the results show that Albania’s GDP is influenced
more significantly by trade openness and domestic credit provided by financial sector, meanwhile
Kosovo’s GDP is significantly impacted by trade and foreign direct investments.
Keywords: GDP, SUR, trade openness, remittances
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The Role of Agriculture in Economic Development in
Kosovo
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Abstract. The task of this paper is to explain the role of agriculture in economic development
during the period of 2000 – 2016 and analyse the role that this sector played in the development
process including poverty reduction, food security of the population, the release of labour from
the land, contribution to the GDP, etc.
Agriculture is a basic sector and has great potential in Kosovo but currently cannot compete with
dignity in national and international markets. The Government of Kosovo has paid special
attention to the development of agriculture but still requires coordination and adaptation to the
European agricultural policy in order to increase production and farm income.
Agriculture makes four major contributions to the process of economic development of Kosovo:
a product contribution, a factor contribution, a market contribution, and a foreign exchange
contribution.
The product contribution of agriculture refers to the fact that agriculture supplied food above
subsistence needs in order to feed the populations during this period.
Market contribution secured the marketable surplus which is the difference between total
agriculture output and subsistence needs. The factor contribution of agriculture consists of two
parts: how much the agriculture contributed to the labour contribution, the capital contribution,
and the foreign exchange contribution through the primary commodity export.
Keywords: agriculture, economic development, market contribution, product contribution.
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Abstract. The main purpose of this study is to see the implementation of the multiply statistical
method MCA (Multiple Correspondence Analysis) in large databases. Objectives of this study
are to find the connections between qualitative variables categorized, concretely in our paper the
connections between socioeconomic indicators and the standard of living. Otherwise this is called
the concept of the multidimensional poverty. Different variables are being extracted like
indicators that have a connection with the measuring of the multidimensional poverty. The data
were obtained from the survey of measuring the life standard (LSMS) in 2012, which includes in
the study about 6671 household that are representative for the entire country. MCA results reflect
several dimensions, where the first dimension, which is the more important, is called the welfare
dimension. We represent the different discrimination measure of this dimension in connection
with all the variables, where it is noted that from all the variables the biggest discrimination
measure has the educational attainment of the household head. So the latter is the variable that
has the greatest importance in relation to the welfare dimension. The results of this study help in
the orientation of social policy to increase the standard of living, where the main role in this has
the educational level.
Keywords: Multiple Correspondence Analysis, LSMS, welfare, educational level.
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Abstract. Wide internet usage and smartphone penetration in the market have have created the
ability for social media to be one of the best internet tools for communication and collaboration
among people. The same thought is shared among worldwide companies which seem to have
deeply understood the impact and the role of social media in the market.
Social media today represents one of the best options of wide marketing communication due to
favorable conditions and innovative possibilities of advertisement it provides.
The purpose of this paper consists on defining social media, social media’s general impact on
marketing and the frequency of this channel’s usage as a marketing tool. Being discussed as the
most effective tool of advertisement, the paper aims to raise awareness on the benefits of social
media marketing, while focusing especially on the impact that this form of marketing has on the
companies who offer services, specifically those who provide training.
Hence, the purpose of the research is to study the impact that social media marketing has in the
profit of the companies that offer training and how this form of marketing communication
influences the establishment of costumer relations and costumers behavior. The research tests
two hypothesis which try to explain: (1) the correlation between the usage of social media
marketing and the increase of revenues in training provider companies, and (2) the relation
between social media marketing, costumers behavior and the establishment of costumer relations.
The outcomes highlight the importance of social media marketing as an indicator in increasing
revenues for training provider companies and as an important tool in establishing costumer
relationship process between customers and the company.
Keywords: Social Media advertisement, Digital marketing, Customers, Customer Relationship,
Training provider companies, Kosovo
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applications and the importance of being always
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Abstract. Extensive coverage of wireless, third generation and four generation networks have
enabled people to communicate freely using over the top applications. Enabled by internet
coverage, these applications provide communication services such as rich media messaging,
photo sharing, voice and video communication; nowadays crucial to their users. Their use is
economic because users normally need to have only access to internet connection in order for the
communication to happen.
As such, with mobile broadband developments in Kosovo, there was a huge increase of mobile
broadband connections, reaching the figure of nearly 1 million users according to Regional
Authority for Electronic Communication in Kosovo, data from the second quarter of 2016.
Hence, the quick adoption of mobile internet and the wide range of OTT apps, the purpose of the
research is to study the user experience provided by these apps, the frequency of communication
and main reasons for doing so and the importance of being connected.
The outcomes highlight the wide usage of OTT applications, which according 2/3 of respondents
are used on daily basis frequently. Majority of respondents complain that the quality of
communication is the main challenge for used applications. Users believe that network coverage
needs to be the main factor of this quality. To conclude, the majority of respondents would be
paying higher internet prices in compensation for a better quality of service.
Keywords: Over the Top Applications,
Communication, Social Media, Kosovo
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Modern Project Management Vs Adaptive Project
Management
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Abstract The field of project management is not a preferred topic for researchers, and project
management is still not recognized as a serious business discipline in the academic world
(Shenhar and Dvir, 2007). In addition, several standards for project management exist in
business and academia (PMP; PRINCE2, APMP). Ongoing debates between researchers
regarding the definition of project success are creating confusion for project managers and
business leaders. The confusion is about project success and how it should be measured. While
(OGC, 2005; PMBOK; 2010; Kerzner, 2011) measure project success by time, quality and cost
constraints, on the other hand, Shenhar (2011) recommends that project success.
Keywords: Project, Success, Shareholders, Business Results
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Damages and procedures for filing claims, awarding
damages to compulsory insurance
Besnik Zekaj
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Abstract. Uncertainty in daily life is everywhere, and we are constantly exposed to risk. We risk
our lives or others, depending on the circumstances we are in, we crossed the street, driving or
performing any other action. So the main purpose of compulsory insurance and other types of
insurance is compensation for the damage caused by case- risk insured.
Compensation claims process goes through several stages of procedure, where assessment
procedures have liquidated damages and are common to all types of claims submitted in the
company, according to the related insurance contracts. Within each insurance company there
departmental of assessing impairment, comprised of experts mainly deal with issues relevant
market also exist insurance intermediary specialized companies that exclusively deal with
damage assessment, licensed by the Central Bank.
The term "Damages" means the legal nature of the pests to reward materially and morally
damaging topics. By contract, the contracting parties create rights and obligations under the free
will of their own, where to damage, those rights and obligations are based on the fact that the
party that caused the damage, the injured party must compensate the material damage caused to
value based on the height of the material damage caused.
If insurance companies or reward assess the damage, with a value less than the value of the
damage, the injured parties are entitled to file a complaint with the insurance company, or to
address judicial bodies, suing the insurance company. From what we have said above shows that
compensation for the damage is a component very important to insurance companies, so it is not
wrong to say that marketing Better for companies that now operate in the market insurer Kosovo
is reward time of the injury, and assessed realistically.
Keywords: Compensation for Damage, Obligatory Insurance, Insurers, Insurance Companies,
Insurance Risk.
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Abstract. Information systems in insurance companies are among the most important ingredients
for their successful operation. The role of information technology is basic and the circumstances
in which this activity takes place is impossible to build insurance activity without the support of
information technology in theory and practice. Development of security in Kosovo in recent
years, is largely dominated by the application of information technology, as at every level of
insurance activities, both in terms of management and human resources planning.
The rapid development of the Internet, has made recently, as in other areas economic doing
business, both in the field of finance, marketing, banking, etc., as well as the insurance industry
to make extensive practical application, e- insurance. In the insurance sector, are developing new
ways and means to facilitate the work of companies, so e-Insurance plans to have major impact
on the field a security and increase employment opportunities in the future. Technology is
creating new markets, new products, new services and effective channels, in particular in the
areas of insurance.
IT revolution within it, e-insurance, is creating the basis for unprecedented financial growth
activities across the globe. The progress of technology and the development of networks so
enormous, reduced costs of transfer of funds in the world. It's because information technology
today that insurance companies give their customers expectations.
Today, insurance companies are equipping their customers with the necessary facilities. They
can check the balance of the premium, maturity date, fees and policies for their outstanding
issues. By e-insurance customers can be informed insofar as new regulations. Also, customers
can pay the premium amount, via e-insurance options.
Keywords: e-Insurance, Human Resources, Insurance Industry, Financial Market.
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Abstract. Organizational change is followed by many uncertainties among staff and in relation
to work clarity. This situation influences many individual factors of the personnel, particularly
their welfare. This study investigates employee burnout in relation to work motivation and
satisfaction among public sector employees, civil servants, in a single changing state
organization, Kosova Property Agency (KPA). The study included the major part of KPA
personnel, having managerial, professional and administrative positions. Furthermore, the study
examined how staff was affected also in keeping work-life balance in the times of changing
organization where they work. Finally, study conclusions and further study implications are
discussed.
Keywords: organizational change, staff welfare, burnout, motivation, satisfaction, work-life
balance.
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Determinants of Capital Structure of Listed Companies
in the Balkans
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Abstract. As most of the empirical literature regarding the determinants of capital structure relies
on developed economies, this study contributes to the existing literature by looking at listed
companies in Balkan region. It investigates 760 companies for a period of 2007-2013, applying
random effect model. The leverage is specified as a function of firm-specific characteristics, and
the results are in line with previous empirical studies. A positive correlation is significant for
size, while a negative one is found for profitability. When looking at the decomposition of
leverage, Balkan companies rely mostly on short-term debt. Furthermore, this study finds
significant differences between the determinants of capital structure of the companies established
in EU and non-EU countries.
Keywords: capital structure, panel data, trade-off theory, pecking order theory and Balkan
companies.
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Abstract. One of the economic problems of undeveloped countries, and Kosovo, is that they do
not have enough national savings to finance their investments. They are in constant need of
foreign capital in forms of both direct and indirect investments, but not every country is able to
attract the right mode of FDI, nor does every investor risk his investments without studying the
local conditions in the host country. The practice of FDI attraction generally incorporates
numerous fiscal and monetary incentives. However, one should note that FDI attraction should
be accompanied by development and an increase in the level of human capital, as a prerequisite
to attract the right FDI and not every kind of foreign investment.
FDI, together with human capital development, are considered among the key drivers of growth
as they play complementary effects and reinforce each other. The role of human capital in
stimulating FDI and vice versa is one of the controversial issues in the development literature.
Human capital is the factor where the transition process has had significant and long-term
implications. Human capital bacame a crucial determinant and a prerequisite for FDI attraction
that a country, including Kosovo, must have if willing to attract the right mode of foreign capital.
This paper seeks to understand the weight of human capital in different types and theories of FDI.
Theory and empirical studies are inconclusive as per direct impacts of FDI in developed
countries, but when it comes to transition and undeveloped economies, and Kosovo, there is more
agreement on the positive effects of FDI in economic development and human capital.
Keywords: FDI, human capital, transition, theories.
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An approach to low cost oriented solutions
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Kosovo
blerton.abazi@ubt-uni.net
Abstract. The aim of the research is to a give a new approach on how SME can use free software
in order to maintain their business relations with clients. Our research is oriented in two
perspectives; the first perspective was the discussion about the perception of CRM tools to SMEs,
and how the CRM utilises people processes and technology in support of a long term cooperation
between clients and business. In a technological aspect, CRM is considered as an inter-system
which links the functionality and information in an information technology environment. The
second perspective of our research is based on the adoption of Open Source CRM software to
SME or as we have called it a low cost oriented solution. Our research indicates that there are
several CRM tools on the market which are free and which can be used and adopted based on the
SME needs with a very small amount of money. Generally, an SME needs to have an operative
CRM which includes sales controlling and management. We came to this ideas, since we saw
that there is a tendency of business to restrict the functionality of CRM only to basic
functionalities because of the high costs on developing and maintaining.
Keywords: Information systems, CRM, software, open source, SME, small-medium businesses,
technology.
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Abstract. Management Information systems or MIS broadly refers to a Computer system of
Information that provides manager the tool to organize, Asses and manage efficiently
departments within an organization.
Information System Management serves to assist in the more effective and efficient management
of information. These systems make possible the production and preservation.
Nowadays the business, institutions and organization use MIS to certain functions or the entire
organization. Some of the most important applicants are in dimensions or functions such as
human resources, finance, marketing, manufacturing, asset management etc.
The primary definition shows that the primary task of management information system (MIS. is
to process the data of the organization and present them in regular reports in different periods of
time depending on the specific requirements of the institution or company.
In this research we have attempted to explore some of most important issues concerning the
implementation of IS practices in Network Administration. The case study is focused on the
explanation of the function of Intranet in Higher Education Institutions. The research methods
used in this research are mix of qualitative and quantitative methods.
The opportunity to improve the functioning of Intranet in these type institutions may be perceived
on the better utilizations of resources of the organizations, which in return should lead to more
internal functional communication.
In this regard we have analysed the institution resources and we have recommended some
organisational change in order to achieve more effective and efficient utilization of resources.
Keywords: Information systems, intranet, management, technology.
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Abstract. The models based on assets, dividends, cash flow and returns are identical, however,
in the real world, a perfect environment does not exist, and thus the results of the models applied
throughout the assessment of the companies are different. Therefore, in such an environment, the
data used during the capital assessment represent the assessment of the future values and their
measurement is important during the predictions.
The aim of the study is to explain the concept of 'market real value' of the companies and the
methodological instrumentarium for their assessment, with a special focus on the factors that
influence the company's capital value.
Within the scope of the methodological instrumentarium for the assessment of the companies
based on the dynamic assessment methods it will be discussed how the financial and countable
risks are incorporated in the company's capital value. The methods applied in the study case will
be the method of the discount cash flow (DCF), which will be further materialized in three
scenarios: basic, optimistic and pessimistic.
For each scenario, the relevant factors that determine the elements of cash flow are researched.
Each scenario predicts a complete analysis of the company's economy, of its demand and
performance. It is formed by the 'basket" of all hypothesis put together and it represents a new
hypothetical situation in which the company finds itself.
Keywords: capital, market real value, assets, dividend, risk.
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Abstract. Cloud computing has developed quickly from a theoretical concept to the real
applications in the past few years. Cloud computing is a new practice mode applied to ecommerce. Cloud computing technology can solve many problems which are faced by the small
and medium enterprises by giving them high performance of services, infrastructure, cost saving
and security of business. The integration between e-commerce and cloud computing is one of
the solution on improving economic growth based on technology.
The aim of this study is to introduce the e-commerce application model based on cloud
computing. Cloud computing model allows enterprises to develop with less investment to ecommerce business activities.
In this paper, we explain the develop of e-commerce by cloud computing considering the aspects
of business growth and technology. We also discuss some problems such as platform security,
technical standards, regulatory and other services.
We conclude this paper that cloud computing technology will be an efficient solution if used in
business, where each company has large data, such as, structured data from client, product data,
transaction data, and trading data.
Keywords: Cloud computing, e-commerce, data, developing
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Abstract. Cloud services offer many benefits from information and communication technology
that to be credible must first be secured. To use the potential of cloud computing, data is
transferred, processed and stored in the infrastructures of these service providers. This indicates
that the owners of data, particularly enterprises, have puzzled when storing their data is done
outside the scope of their control.
Research conducted on this topic show how this should be addressed unequivocally. The
provided information on the organization of cloud computing models, services and standards,
with a focus on security aspects in protecting enterprise data where emphasis shows how data
access is treated with reliability from providers of these services.
The topic turns to key security issues that companies should consider when they select the cloud
service provider. Case studies from this research gives the fulfillment of these key security
points from the providers of these services.
Keywords: AWS, EC2, IaaS, IEEE, ISO, NIST, PaaS, SaaS, SAS, SLA, SSL, TLS
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Abstract. Management of an organization is a very sensitive matter which involves many
aspects. The most important aspect of a good management is to do the things which are necessary
and in the correct places in order to achieve higher effectiveness which is desired by all the
management staff. In order to achieve this a good manager needs to possess abilities to envision
the future development of the section he’s in charge of by applying proper strategies. Motivation,
proper management of the staff, setting goals that need to be achieved and proper rewarding of
the people are things that are necessary to be applied. The most important thing crucial to the
public sector as a significant part of a nation’s economy is good management of people. The
significance of proper motivation of the staff is also crucial. This paper will discuss these aspects
and especially the aspect of implementation of good management in the Republic of Macedonia.
The economy worldwide indicates serious changes especially in the public sector. The aspect of
role of the managers in the process of moving forward and applying good management policies
will also be discussed paying special attention of the decision making process, motivation, and
rewarding of the staff in the public sector. Nevertheless, one thing that has to be also noted is
proper and regular training of the employees in the public sector in order to raise their
performance by doing things efficiently and in such way to achieve the desired effectiveness.
Empirical research that was made and which will be shown here will emphasize the level of good
management implementation in the Republic of Macedonia and the areas that needs to be
improved.
Keywords: Good management, public sector, effectiveness, proper management of the staff,
decision making.
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Abstract. This Research addresses topics concerned with the enterprise models and information
systems. The research is divided into two parts, in the first part is conducted the examination of
business information systems in general, while in the second part the main factors of business
networking are investigated.
The existing operational business practices and Information Technology infrastructure are not
sufficiently used of efficiently sustain the effective business networking. A methodical analysis
of the operational systems is performed in order to cover the main elements of the Infoamtion
Systems and their utilisation for business needs. The implementation of a most important
information business systems requires technology, knowledge and proper environment. The
research shows how different companies cope with the utilisation of Business Information
Systems In all these case studies, the implementation of information systems requires learning
how technology works, how to transfer the knowledge from partnerships needed to support the
research, the participation in the data base of supply network and to support the Supply Chain
Management (SCM) and Customer Relationship Management (CRM) models. Although, there
were problems during the implementation of IS Models, these have being resolved using various
approaches.
The discussion in this research further is oriented towards the planning of resources in enterprises,
including key components in this context. An effective incorporation of IS models includes all
processes such as: Operations, Accounting, Finance, Marketing, Human Resources, SCM, and
CRM. The results of this research explain the function of IS models in the framework of
integration of SCM and CRM by emphasising the improvement of business network. This
research utilises descriptive analysis and comparative technique of observed issues from the
studied topic. The results are focused on clarification of the relationship having limited practical
approach.
Keywords: Business networking, Information systems, SCM, CRM, integration.
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Abstract. Information security in health systems are extremely important for society. A free
health information systems may result in irreparable consequences for the population.
Furthermore, information systems encompass health information in various forms, from data
expressed in question and numbers to the personal images of patients. The process of data storage,
dissemination and acquisition are shared between institutions, professional people and end users.
This process data management must be protected in a proper way. Therefore, the data logging
security in healthcare is an element which need to be taken seriously into consideration. The main
security problems are generic and relate to the information systems in general. These problems
include the technical and administrative aspects. Healthcare system in developing countries in
transition or after the transition period has shown difficulties in terms of design, planning,
organization and implementation, as well as in term of service provision. In finding the solution
to those problems, many standards are developed. This research discusses the implementation
of ISO27001/27002. The emphasis is given to the obstacles in the standard implementation in
the developing countries with Kosovo’s health systems as a case study. The research
methods used in this paper are qualitative and quantitative based. The paper proposes an
integrated implementation methodology which is dedicated for mitigating the obstacles
in ISO27001/27002 implementation process.
Keywords: healthcare, security, information systems, ISO, personal data, Kosovo, ISMS
Addressed Topic: Information Systems Security.
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Abstract. CEPHOS-LINK aims to compare different types of health service interventions in
terms of differences in rehospitalisation outcomes in adult patients, who have been discharged
with a psychiatric diagnosis from hospital. CEPHOS-LINK uses state-of-the-art and new
developed approaches based on large 'real world' electronic databases allowing specific
comparisons and detailed analysis. Despite psychiatric services having undergone profound
changes over the last decades, psychiatric hospital admission and re-admission rates remain high
in most countries. Clear reasons behind this phenomenon are little understood. Besides classical
statistical methods, within CEPHOS-LINK an Agent Based Simulation Model was developed
according to structure and accessibility of given data and system knowledge. Various data pools
were collected in six countries and for various aspects like personal data, systemic data, data on
health services or on co-morbidities. New data transfer concepts had to be developed and
implemented. Population models for different countries were developed on basis of the
DEXHELPP GEPOC population model. All together three research questions were modelled: a
prognosis for mental health development for the future, a strategic comparison of different
infrastructure planning and the impact of co-morbidities for cost development. Motivation for
the Modelling and Simulation approach as well as basic concepts and implementations for the
three approaches are presented, as well as first results. Comparative Effectiveness Research on
Psychiatric Hospitalisation by Record Linkage of Large Administrative Data Sets (CEPHOSLINK) is a European research project investigating psychiatric services across six countries,
namely Finland, Austria, Romania, Norway, Slovenia and Italy from April 2014 to March 2017.
Keywords: Data Driven Simulation, System Simulation, Health System
Research, Comparative Modelling
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Abstract. Simulation Notes Europe (SNE), EUROSIM’s membership journal, features a series
on benchmarks for modelling approaches and simulation implementations. Up to now, 23
benchmarks have been defined, and 347 ‘solutions’ with different modelling approaches and
simulation implementations have been published in SNE. This contribution discusses the
ARGESIM Benchmark C16 ‘Restaurant Business Dynamics’, with up to now 10‘solutions’ sent
in. The benchmark aims for modelling and simulation of a discrete system. It investigates a
rectangular area with a fixed number of people and a (dynamically changing) number of
restaurants. People are randomly distributed over the area with uneven density and do not move.
The restaurants initially present in the model are distributed evenly. People go to restaurants from
time to time with random intervals. Every time a person goes to a restaurant, he leaves there a
fixed amount of money. People only go to restaurants that are located within a certain distance
range from their home, and choose randomly incase there are many of those. A restaurant
accumulates its revenue during a week and at the end of the week summarizes the financial results
and applies the running policies. A fixed running cost is subtracted from the gross weekly
revenue, and then the tax (fixed percent) is applied. The remaining profit is analyzed. If the profit
is greater than some fixed threshold value, the restaurant with some probability launches a new
one at the location with the best ratio of people to restaurants density. Otherwise the restaurant
closes down, again with some probability. Multiple simulation runs identify the asymptotic
behaviour of the system. Further tasks are optimization of the income of the government
(accumulated tax payment) or resp. of the anticipated income of a restaurant. The benchmark is
suited for very different modelling approaches – from ‘simple’ loop programming via discrete
event and process simulation to agentbased modelling and simulation (with Excel, java, Matlab,
...). The contribution presents four implemented versions of different modelling approaches. The
results – very close in all implementations- show interesting effects of tax policy and income
investment.
Keywords: Simulation, optimization, discrete system, business dynamics
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Abstract. The purpose of this research is to get an opinion of the workforce in areas of
communication, trust and information sharing within the organizations in Kosovo. The survey
was specifically focused to obtain an opinion in different sectors such as Public, Private and
NGOs. The survey included respondents through online forms. The research is focused in a
quantitative research based by collecting primary data. The first part of the survey has been
mainly focused on the Communication aspect and the second part of the questioner is about the
freedom of communication and challenges in information sharing within the organization. The
results show that the majority of the communication occurs via e-mail, verbal communication,
and followed by meetings and other official means of communication. Communication with
higher management has an above average trust while same ranking communication that occurs
within the organization has a higher trust. There are still many challenges that remain in
bureaucratic steps as well as in the lack of the initiative of higher management to establish clear
ways of communication. The respondents agree that more freedom is needed in communication
and removal of bureaucracy and allow more creativity, more autonomy for workers, established
protocols for information sharing will help remove the fear from employees, less meetings etc.
The research reveals that significant amount of time is lost in obtaining needed information, and
emphasizes the importance of having good work related friends in order to faster obtain the
information. The conclusion is that only around 50% feel safe when information is shared due to
many reasons such as unknown what should be shared and how it should be shared therefore a
training across the organization is highly needed.
Keywords: Autonomy, bureaucratic, communication, freedom, information, interviews,
management
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Abstract. The inverse semigroups are semigroups studied by many algebraists. In this paper we
will formulate and prove some other propositions on these semigroups. So we will prove two
propositions concerning the closure of a subsemigroup of a given inverse semigroup S, within
the meaning introduced by Schein in 1962, two propositions on the group congruence on a normal
subsemigroup of the inverse semigroup S, and a proposition about closed subsemigroup assertion
of an inverse semigroup S.
Keywords: closure of the semigroup, group congruence, closed semigroup
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Abstract. The aim of the paper is to analyze the level of compliance of the study programs, which
are offered by the by the public universities in Kosovo, with the needs and requirements of the
labor market. In addition, the paper examine competencies of graduates from these institutions
and if these competencies are in line with the needs of the market? There are two methodological
approaches used in this paper: survey and case study approach. The paper is comprised by 3 main
parts. In the first part the author writes regarding the theoretical and legal framework vis-à-vis
the development of the curricula with the orientation to the labor market needs. The paper
continues with the presentation of findings of the case study derived from the survey and the
focus groups conducted with students, academic staff and the representatives from the
companies. The paper concludes that there is a significant distance between the HEI in Kosovo
and the economy. This lack of communication makes very difficult for the HE institutions to
develop proper study programs which are in compliance with the needs of the market, on one
hand, and comparable and competitive with the similar programs in the EU Higher Education
Area, on the other hand. The economy sector has been unable to clearly and concisely articulate
their needs for the potential workforce and to define properly the competencies that students need
to have after their graduation.
Keywords: study programs, higher education, labor markets, competencies.
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Abstract. The final status of Kosovo has foreran a range of actions and acts which have exerted
a major influence in drafting the Constitution of the Republic of Kosovo. However, a special
emphasis was given to the treatment of hierarchical superiority of the constitution in relation to
international conventions, in particular with the Ahtisaari Package.
In this case the imperative norms were treated as involved from the Ahtisaari Plan into the
Constitution of the Republic of Kosovo, as well as the supremacy of international agreements in
relation to the legislation of the Republic of Kosovo. In particular, the attention was paid to the
case of collision between these and the rates that will be implemented in such cases. In this case,
the emphasis lies on the analogic parts of different countries globally.
This topic is treated on the importance of the implementation of international agreements in the
legislation of a country and their relationship with local legal norms.
Keywords: Constitution, the Comprehensive Proposal for the Kosovo Status Settlement,
international agreements, positive law, modern trends.
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Abstract. The history of European political transition includes the countries of the Western
Balkans, in particular Yugoslavia which during 1989 and the events that occurred, was strongly
influenced by politics and opened the journey of creating the multi-party system as in Slovenia,
Croatia, Bosnia, Kosovo and Macedonia. Unlike other republics Macedonia passed the political
transition with no internal conflicts. Most of the people who lived in this region had not ever been
able to participate in democratic elections to express their opinions freely. About developments
in the former Yugoslavia in 1990 could be written everything because the events will simply
warn that this year would be a risk for its future. Political pluralism will be the first step that the
constituent republics of the Yugoslav federation will attend. This journey will be full of
contradictions and will be accompanied by internal conflicts on the territory of former
Yugoslavia. In this paper special emphasis will be Macedonia from the beginning of
independence and contribution of political factor in Macedonia. The Referendum for
independence and developments of the Albanian political factor also will be important for the
future of this country.
Keywords: conflict, transition, pluralism, elections, democracy, independence.
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Abstract. The diversity of religious, ethnic, cultural, in postmodern societies, represent high
social value for a societies. Religious diversity reflect a mosaic of all the cultures, of which
healthy interaction with each other, contribute to social development in general. Such a mosaic
of cultural values is also present in Kosovan society. In societies where there is a diversity of
cultures and in particular of religious cultures, there are contradictions and inconsistencies on
different social topics and sometimes even political ones, and that a similar situation exists in
Kosovan society, although Kosovan society is very well known to inter-religious tolerance. In
Kosovan society, there is a non-cooperation religious between the Orthodox community and
other religious communities. However, differences as it mentioned, are natural to the religious
community and society in general but, today postmodern societies faced with the spread of radical
and extremist religious groups for which, the international community should be focused.
The spread of extremist religious groups throughout the world, as in the case of Kosovo, and
rapid technological development have enabled faster dissemination and recruitment of citizens
in these religious radical and extremists groups. Therefore, as a result of these and other
developments in the last 15 years in the Kosovo society is open debate about if lesson - faith
should be taught in public schools in Kosovo or not?!. Of course, "for" the introduction of lesson
- faith in public schools are religious clerics and "contra" are many columnists and politicians but
there are those who have professional attitudes "pro" and "contra". To understand what Kosovo
citizens think about the introduction of the lesson - faith in public schools, in collaboration with
KSA we have conducted research with 1048 citizen of Kosovo, with half of the planned sample.
The key research results give us to understand that 62.1% of Kosovo citizens fully agree to the
introduction of religious education as an optional subject in public schools in Kosovo, 20.9%
partially agree, 13.9% disagree and 3% do not have answer.
Keywords: lesson - faith, religious contradictions, Kosovo.
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Abstract. This paper’s main hypothesis is that Russia poses a tangible threat to security in the
Balkans. A number of Russian, Serbian and even western scholars maintain the view that such a
threat either does not exist, or is greatly exaggerated. The quarter-century long history of relations
between Russia and the Balkans and the countries in it, especially since Putin came to power,
together with the recent developments in Ukraine, suggest that the Balkans remains a sphere of
important economic and geostrategic interests for Moscow. In pursuit of these interests, Russia
employs a number of diplomatic and political instruments, combining both soft and hard power.
The impact varies across Balkan countries, but it is more evident in the Republika Srpska of
Bosnia and Herzegovina, in Serbia, Macedonia and Montenegro. The realization of this threat
from the Balkan countries, combined with a refocusing of EU and US attention towards this
region, can provide the most efficient way to counter it.
Keywords: security, Russia, threats, Balkan countries.
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Abstract. By arguing about the impossibility of a Marxist social science, and of any ideological
science, for that matter, this article argues that ideology’s ontological totalitarianism undermines
awareness that social explanations rest on shaky metaphysical grounds, and that positivism,
usually enforced by totalitarian regimes, dooms social research, which in turn hurts knowledge
informed policies, and helps the perpetuation of ideological governance. Eastern European
postsocialist developments have shown that ideological approaches toward governance might
linger well after the collapse of the respective totalitarian regimes. Generations of people
educated in totalitarianism might find it difficult to embrace pluralism in social research’s
metaphysical underpinning. Such a condition prevents smooth progress toward knowledge-based
societies. The article suggests that, the same way the suppression of the individual as a social
category, a state of ontological totalitarianism, stifled social science progress, the individual’s
emergence would help such a development with the creation of an ontological pluralist social
environment. In this case, the role of those individuals who have been able to overcome those
barriers, scholars and intellectuals, goes beyond contributions in their own scientific disciplines:
as counterpublics, they become non-activist social workers in service of the growing of an
ontologically pluralistics social knowledge that would offer the safe yet little appealing
uncertainty of such a knowledge as an alternative against the sometimes deadly but highly
mobilizing ideological certainty.
Keywords: Leninist legacy, ideology, positivism, ontological totalitarianism, postsocialism
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Abstract: Proposed paper aims to examine EU’s diplomacy of statebuilding in Kosovo. It seeks
to both conceptually and empirically explore EU’s emerging multi-layered approach to
governing external relations, where statebuilding in post-conflict and fragile states is seen as an
exercise in building resilience and pre-empting threats to the EU as well as a field of practice of
EU regional governmentality. In the past five years, the EU has developed a distinct model of
statebuilding, which is different from UN and other regional actors. This is not sufficiently
studied. Therefore, this thesis will try to unearth how EU’s model of statebuilding is more prone
to externalising its own internal normative commitment and own model of consolidation than use
universal blueprints which is often assumed in statebuilding literature.
Most notably, the EU recently has tried to develop a comprehensive approach, merging internal
and external security, enlargement and statebuilding, peacebuilding and reforms. Post-conflit
statebuilding has been a test case for EU to consolidate its own external actorness and foreign
policy identity, as well as reconcile the difference among its member states. Hence this distinct
EU diplomatic model in the field needs to be studied further. Kosovo so far has been a key case
study in peace and conflict studies, but most of research has focused on UN statebuilding.
The EU as often seen as an extension of UN-led statebuilding in Kosovo. So, insufficient space
is dedicated to EU’s own distinct approach to statebuilding in the field. However, even though
Kosovo is widely studied, it continues to remain a unique case where we can clearly study the
promise and limits of EU diplomacy in practice. Moreover, what is needed in this regard is a
local critical perspective of EU diplomacy of statebuilding in the field.
Keywords: EU diplomacy, statebuilding, multi-layered approach, EU’s model of statebuilding
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Abstract. We test our hypotheses that high support for the death penalty and its reinstatement
might reflect protest against untrustworthy politicians and the judiciary, and more so when people
state their attitudes toward the reinstatement of the death penalty than when they state their
principled support for the death penalty. We replicate two sets of ordered probit models on data
from a probability sample of 2272 respondents in Albania collected via a cell phone random digit
dialing technique. We found that some variables behave differently from one set of models to the
other, for example, religious affiliation, support for human rights, trust in judiciary, and
prioritizing fight against crime all gain statistical significance only in predicting respondents’
support for the reinstatement of the death penalty. Other variables, such as trust in politicians,
prioritizing economy, prioritizing fight against corruption and the belief that EU membership
conditionality helps democratization, maintain their strong statistical significance in both cases.
Respondents’ support for the reinstatement of the death penalty seems also to reflect people’s
distrust in the judiciary and their prioritizing fight against crime. The results lend support on our
hypotheses. However, we cannot surmise whether those antiestablishment feelings reflect a more
specific protest against domestic elites and the EU, which both colluded to abolish the death
penalty in the country, or whether they reflect a wider antiestablishment mood among the
Albanians. Since our data does not allow for an empirical evaluation of this puzzle, future
research is needed.
Keywords: death penalty, attitudes, antiestablishment feelings, domestic elites
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Abstract. The topic of this comparative study is the republican character of the system of
governance in Kosovo. In the public discourse and political communication, as well as in
academic discourse Kosovo is considered a Parliamentary Republic, based on the principle "of
the separation of powers and checks and balances between them." Although the constitutional
definition of the relationship between the executive and legislative favors parliamentary
republicanism, the constitutional powers of the president, the government and especially the
constitutional and political power of the prime minister, significantly weaken the parliamentary
character, in favor of a semi-presidential system. However, neither the current theories of
government, nor constitutional provisions can rank Kosovo among semi-presidential systems, or
pure parliamentary systems. Comparisons of competence powers relations in Kosovo, with
similar relations and competences of the countries of the region and beyond, testify to the specific
nature of parliamentary democracy in Kosovo. It is precisely the comparison of the Kosovo
constitutional-legal system of governance with similar systems and theoretical analysis of
parliamentary models facing Kosovo model which will be the basis of support of the hypothesis
that Kosovo is not a typical parliamentary republic.
Keywords: Kosovo, Parliament, Republic, Prime Minister, Government
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Abstract. Tourism development is a broadly diversified activity from the rest of economic
sectors. While in the economy a competition between the sectors is a key to better selection and
specialization, tourism in general has some exceptions arising from the state support due to the
importance this sector has in promoting the country abroad, through promotion, subsidies and
programs, including intrastate programs and from the European Union. The main reason behind
such a support lies on the needs of people for holidays, relax, health and food. The Republic of
Kosovo has an area of 10.887 km2 and a population of 1.8 million, where tourism development
is seen as a need for the people at home as well as foreigners who visit Kosovo. The strategy of
tourism development should come as a result of interaction between many factors, among others,
agribusiness and standardization of goods and services in Kosovo which, if developed at a
satisfactory level, can generate new jobs and economic growth. Although tourism potential in
Kosovo as a small country does not offer many choices, it has got some exclusive preconditions
that are available in the mountains of Sharr, Curst Mountains, historical sites such as the city of
Prizren, the Vushtrri Castle and many archaeological sites of different historical periods, are some
of many examples for pushing the support in this respect. To find out where Kosovo stands in
this process and perspective, the aim of this paper is to critically assess the interaction between
tourism and agriculture products as potential for agritourism, and address some recommendations
as which would be a better alternative of its development.
JEL: F53, O24, Q18.
Keywords: Republic of Kosovo, agritourism, subsidies, BE, heritage.
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Necessity to Re-think Decentralization in Kosovo
Besnik Tahiri
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besnik.tahiri@ubt-uni.net
Abstract. Today, significant importance is placed on decentralization which has become a global
phenomenon in most developed countries during the recent years. This paper investigates the
process of decentralization in Kosovo since it’s initiation in 2002 and up to today. Unlike other
countries, in Balkan, including Kosovo, the decentralization reforms are used as a means to
resolve ethnic conflicts and reduce the excessive authority of the central level. As such, the study
has been structured to analyze in detail this challenging process which is not an act that can be
achieved over a short period of time. The main source of data has derived from professional and
academic literature on the decentralization process in Kosovo. The core findings from this thesis
suggest that eight years after the Ahtisaari package, Kosovo continues to encounter issues with
the integration of municipalities in the unique system of governance, lacks coordination between
institutions, and has an inefficient system that does not guarantee sustainable growth and
cohesive functional decentralization. The findings indicate that through a new rethinking and a
functional revision of decentralization, area by area and sector by sector, the municipalities would
have the opportunity to create a key platform for better service delivery, economic development
and the improvement of the welfare of citizens. The final section of this policy paper provides
recommendations that derive from the data and also represents joint efforts to take measures to
improve and re-think the process of decentralization in Kosovo.
Keywords: Decentralization, Kosovo, Develop Countries, Ahtisaari package
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Protection of minorities in international politics
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Abstract. The problem of the protection of minorities was raised as an issue in the Treaty of
Versailles, completed at the end of the war by the major Allied powers. The Allies had imposed
certain obligations on the treatment of minorities to such states that had them in their territories.
They also forecasted a trusted international organization with universal character, the League of
Nations, the mission to ensure the protection of European minorities. Since the fall of the Berlin
Wall and communist regimes, Europe was a witness nationalism outbreak. Whole regions were
covered with ethnic conflicts which were a serious threat to the stability and unity of Europe.
Today, each in its field of responsibility, the OSCE, the Council of Europe, the European Union,
are coordinating their efforts to develop a coherent system for the protection of national
minorities. So, protection of minorities is an important factor for the stability and unity of Europe.
Western Balkan aspirant countries are a multi-ethnic society. The latest international analyses on
guide us to the fact that some Western Balkan countries aspiring of becoming EU members,
judging by the EC progress, lag in the implementation of the part of the Copenhagen political
criteria that deals with respecting of minority rights. As it is well-known human rights and
minorities remain an objective of the European Union in its foreign policy. European Union at
the beginning of XXI century has been committed with multiple projects to stability and
economic development in cooperation between the countries of the region.
The purpose of this paper is to address the institutional protection of minorities in international
politics. To understand the protection of minorities will discuss the historical aspects of the
protection of minorities. His paper will be analyzed and international Documents concerning the
protection of minorities. Special attention will be paid to the policy of international institutions,
including the EU in relation to the protection of minorities.
The research was conducted analysis methods and relevant materials.
Keywords: minority, the constitution, the law on minorities, the education law.
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Increasing citizen participation and engagement in public
policies through e-Voting
Valmira Osmanaj
University "Aleksandër Moisiu", Faculty of Information Technology.
Durrës. Albania
valmiraosmanaj@yahoo.com
Abstract. For many countries citizen participation and engagement in public policies remains
one of the biggest challenges. Information and Communications Technologies (ICTs) has helped
to engage and strengthen collaboration between governments and citizens, by improving access
to information and public services as well as promoting participation in policy-making, both for
the empowerment of individual citizens and the benefit of society as a whole. Nevertheless, the
potential of e-Participation hasn’t been fully explored by Albania and other countries in the
Balkan region.
Voting is one of the main mechanisms to test the electorate engagement on public policies and
reforms. The aim of this article is to identify and analyze the potential and challenges of using
ICT in order to increase the turnout for voting processes. Also, in this paper various successful
cases studies are provided, identifying the strategies that were used by them.
For the purpose of this study, a feasibility study on applying e-Referendum in the Republic of
Albania is undertaken, focusing on economic, technological, legal, operational and
organizational issues. In the end, a roadmap is provided in order to implement electronic
referendums.
Keywords: e-Participation, e-Voting, ICT, citizen engagement
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Limitation of the tie-breaker rule “place of effective
management” at article 4(3) of the OECD Model Tax
Convention
Shkumbin Asllani
UBT – Higher Education Institution, Lagjja Kalabria, 10000 p.n., Prishtine,
Kosovo
shkumbin.asllani@ubt-uni.net
Abstract. The determination of the residence it is a fundamental issues of international tax law
appeared by the end of the 19th century. ‘Corporate residence’ in terms of Article 4(1) of the
OECD MC is fundamental to the application of the provision of the double tax treaties which
treaties use the residence principle to establish the minimum nexus for taxing a person or a
company it its own territory. However, when it comes to the interpretation of the residence and
defying it for tax purposes the concept “place of effective management” goes further into the
Article 4(3) of the OECD MC aiming to solve the dual residence problems which may arise on
domestic law by virtue of Article 4(1) OECD MC.
In addition, “Place of Effective Management” is a tax legal concept that indicates a particular
level of business activity in the residence and source country. The importance of the permanent
establishment into a globalized economy it’s increasing, therefore, the place of effective
management ‘concept’ it’s intensively discussed in government bodies around the world as well
as at the UN, EU and OECD level, in addition, the case laws has been increasing recently.
In a globalize economy and 21st century technological development has enable companies to
conduct business activities not only in the country in which they were legal registered but in
numerous other countries, therefore, in this situation we are facing an increment of cross border
trade activities which are classifying a company as a resident in at least two countries as a
consequence increasing the double taxation based on the residence-residence conflict.
Despite the effort; defining the residence country for tax purposes it might be a difficult task, in
particular it’s difficult to interpret this on the light of Article 4(3) since for this tie-breaker
provision to work properly there is a need to be understood by the contracting countries on the
same meaning.
Keywords: ‘place of effective management’, ‘OECD Model Tax Convention’, ‘corporate
residence’
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Tax Treaties and their importance for Kosovo
Miranda Haxhiu
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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to explain the importance of the Treaties on elimination
of double taxation, their role in the domestic law and their impact in other social dimensions.
Bilateral agreements between countries are subject to Public International Law, and as such they
enable a favorable taxation environment. These types of agreements are treated in different ways
in the national law and they undergo legal system implementation procedures in accordance with
two basic treaty theories: 1. Dualist theory and 2.Monist theory. The existence of these types of
treaties has an essential role in the legal aspect, economic development and strengthening of the
state sovereignty. This elaboration will refer the data from the authors who gave a great
contribution in this field.
Kosovo as a new country, with all its development challenges to be an active subject of
international law, is facing problems and it has stagnated with regard to access towards this
important legal Institution. There are few agreements in our Republic, were some of them were
succeeded and some were signed after the founding of the country. This section of the paper is
based on empiric data which has served to create a real overview on this specific field.
The selection of these two methods for this paper aims at issuing the required recommendations
on how should Kosovo approach the strengthening of these types of agreements. The inclusion
of the element of sovereignty has an essential importance at the stage that our country is. Besides
the above mentioned elements, an important role plays also the enhancement of competition in
the region and wider through the provision and implementation of legal infrastructure originating
from Treaties on the elimination of double taxation.
Keywords: Treaties on elimination of double taxation, taxes, domestic law, economic
development, state sovereignty.
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Unilateral variation of contract terms in long-term
business-to-business contracts, in particular in franchise
contracts
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Abstract. In this paper I will analyze the issues arising out of long term contract in franchise
agreements. The focus of the paper will be on:
1.
2.

3.

Why is the possibility to unilaterally change certain terms of the contract deemed
necessary in long-term contracts in general and in franchise contracts in particular?
What objections can be raised to the use of unilateral variation clauses? In particular a
clause that gives the franchisor a wide discretion to implement changes in the franchise
business format?
Should the UNIDROIT Principles suggest that parties to particularly complex longterm contracts set up a “contract management committee” dedicated to monitoring the
evolution of the contract and to suggesting possible adaptations thereof, and if so,
should this be done in a black letter rule (e.g. Article 5.1.2) or only in the comments
(e.g. to Article 5.1.2)?”

The paper will consider both the legal and practical approach towards these issues with focus on
the perspective of the civil law. The paper will consider both the interest of franchisor and
franchisee in the aspect of the formation and changes that can occur during the long term
contracts. This analysis will be taken also in a comparative analysis between EU countries such
as Germany, Netherlands France, Finland, England and the United States.
The question that rises up in the franchise contract is the way of protecting the franchisee. The
paper will illustrate the importance of good faith, fair dealing and reasonableness in franchise
contract as the basis for the protection of the fundamental rights in franchise contract.
Keywords: Franchisor, Franchisee, Contracts, Unilateral, Good Faith, long term contract.
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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to look into the topic of human rights; consequently showing
that the fight for recognizing the cultural identity develops through the system of human rights.
Specifically speaking, the latter is achieved through civil and political rights, individual rights,
and I generation. The collective practices of the cultural self-identification of the individual
develop exactly through the civil rights, namely speaking the right of self-determination. The
collective practices also influence and determine the political system. Therefore, in this paper I
direct the tone towards the democratic form of the political system of the segmented or the plural
multicultural societies and countries. The implication of this paper is that the consociational
democracy (or consensual according to some authors) as a democratic and political system in
multi-cultural societies and cultural difference in the politics are tightly intertwined with the
source of their rights—meaning the system of human rights.
Keywords: Human Rights, civil and political rights, collective rights and practices, plural
multicultural societies, consociational democracy (consensual), international law on human
rights
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Paradigm shift 1990 - 2015 in fiscal legislation in
transitional countries – case of Kosovo
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Abstract. The end of 20’ century has noted the fall of Yugoslavia and the planned economy.
Political, social and economic transition took place at former Yugoslavian countries aiming a
membership into European Union. In hand the transitional measures into political economy
where oriented towards liberalization of the market and prices, reforming the public finance and
state budget, restructuring of public owned companies, privatization process as well as the further
development of legal basis for fiscal reforms.
The “undefined” political statues of Kosovo from 1999 to 2008 has created problems in terms of
determining the fiscal policy, since, UNMIK was ‘chaotic’ on creating a fast legal bases not
oriented on long term policy. However, from 2008 – 2015 not much has been done and still the
fiscal legislation in Kosovo remains ‘simple’. In addition, the author of this paper considers that
the drafting of the Tax Code it’s at ultimate importance.
Further, the non-existence of standardization of direct and in-direct taxation has created not
favorable environment towards competition. Additionally, the minimizing of the ‘tax load’ on
raw materials it is an issue on further economic development and legal standardization in
accordance with the TFEU.
Lack of tax treaties between Kosovo and EU countries is another issue on further developing the
legal bases as it is the non-existence of legal court cases and legal interpretation.
Keywords: ‘transition’, ‘fiscal reforms’, ‘tax load’, ‘fiscal policy’
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Albanian audio-visual information in Kosovo since 19451990
Ferid Selimi
UBT – Higher Education Institution, Lagjja Kalabria, 10000 p.n., Prishtine,
Kosovo
ferid.selimi@ubt-uni.net
Abstract. Albanian information via radio waves emanate in Kosovo in 1945. Respectively,
Radio Pristina, was the first audio media in Kosovo that saw light, and originally had
headquarters in Prizren. Thirty years later, precisely in 1975, the capital of Kosovo (then an
autonomous province within the former Yugoslavia) opens an information window in albanian,
also with visual images. So, it was 1975 when the television started launching a program, which
informed the albanian kosovars in albanian language. These two mediums for albanians living in
the former Yugoslavia were the most heard mediums, respectively viewed.
Nevertheless, this information lasted 45 years through radio, namely 15 years on television, until
the serbian government headed by Milosevic took the decision to close these two media, also
having dismissed all albanian employees and accepting subsequently unskilled employees, and
among them, also albanians who stood loyal to Milosevic’s government and continued to do the
work of journalists and moderators in TVP, which medium, albanians of the former Yugoslavia,
from 1990 until 1999, neither heard nor watched.
Keywords: albanian, information, Kosovo, Radio, Televizion
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Investigative journalism and its impact on social and
institutional flows of Kosovo
Ganimet Klaiqi
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ganimet.klaiqi@ubt-uni.net
Abstract. Kosovo as a state with a new democracy, as in many other spheres, continues to limp
through the media. Media operates in accordance with existing market. Current market, however,
affects the journalism, so it can be more descriptive – reporting and less investigative.
Investigative journalism needs deeper research, and preparation for daily reports from journalists,
so it not allows them, in the same time to develop in parallel investigative journalism, as in the
international media where the market is more serious.
However, as much as conditions permit, investigative journalism is being developed in Kosovo.
The question arises how its impact on mainstream political, economic, social is and security in
the country. Investigative journalism is the first that has had an impact, but only after major public
reactions. This means that institutions have been inept in this plan. To clarify the role of
investigative journalism in Kosovo, I have chosen some cases, which will be briefly presented,
always based on facts and statements of investigative journalists.
Keywords: journalism, research, media, institutions, opinion, influence
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The Autonomy of News Journalists of Kosovo’s Public
Service Broadcaster between Political
Instrumentalization and Social Responsibility
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Abstract. The news journalists of Kosovo’s Radio Television are a category of employees who
find themselves between the influence of political factors, and the social responsibility assigned
to them by the functions of the public broadcaster. Although their professional autonomy is
guaranteed by the status of the public broadcaster, its actualization depends on the media
hierarchy, which in itself is a product of political decision making. Politics exerts its influence
on the public media of Kosovo through the right of decision making on strategic issues pertaining
to its development, and through the election of the managing bodies. The effects of political
instrumentalization within the public radio television (RTK) are diffused from the managerial
level to the professional level of newsrooms and practices of news reporting. The journalistic
autonomy within the newsrooms of the public broadcaster of Kosovo is relative, whereas the
journalists find themselves caught between opposed requests from the linear hierarchy and
professional standards of journalists as a merit good, determined by the role of the public media
in a democracy. Instances of organized expression of dissatisfaction and protests within the RTK
against editorial policies that support politics and restrict professional autonomy have indicated
that within Kosovo’s PSB there exists contradicts with regards to the perception of the concept
of the journalistic autonomy and the role of the journalist in a public medium vis-à-vis the other
actors of political and social communication.
Keywords: Kosovo, news, journalistic autonomy, Kosovo public broadcaster, RTK, social
responsibility.
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The evanescence of the Albanian traditional newspapers
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Abstract. In the Albanian area, all the traditional newspapers have already been extinguished,
those that many generations identify with. The most long-lived newspaper of Albania, ““Zëri i
Popullit” (Tirana) disappeared, the identifying newspaper of Kosovo, “Rilindja” (Pristina)
disappeared, the most popularized newspaper of the Albanians in Macedonia and wider, “Flaka
e vëllazërimit” (Skopje) disappeared, the “Koha” (Ulcinj) of the Montenegro Albanians
disappeared, or even “Jehona” of the Albanians of Presevo Valley which gets published
periodically with a lot of difficulty.
Unfortunately, all these newspapers which more than five decades survived the communist
regime, slowly faded away and got lost forever in the period of democracy, exactly when
everyone thought that the possibilities for the development and progress of the press were greater.
On the other hand, if we draw a parallel, in all the Balkan neighbor countries, the traditional press
not only that it hasn’t terminated, but it has also progressed and strengthened with the
technological development over time.
So, why all this negligence and low consciousness about the protection of the traditional Albanian
press, which indeed is a very rich cultural heritage?! Why all this carelessness for the emblematic
titles of the Albanian press, the ones whole generations grew up with. Is it really the financial
criterion or the subjective one that has merit for the closing of these newspapers? These and other
issues, we intend to treat through this paper that intends to explain this problem of the Albanian
society, but also of the rising alarm of the obvious loss of an incomparable and unrepeatable
cultural heritage.
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Abstract. The paper "Newspapers and Internet" deals with the huge difference that technology
has produced in public's approach to the source of daily information. It examines the changes
that the printed newspapers have undergone to be able to keep pace with the development of
technology, the new forms of reaching out the readers, the newspapers' future and the course they
need to follow to controvert predictions about a total end of the print media, the substantial
changes that need to be made, the impact of such changes to what is known as traditional
journalism, the brunt that the professional journalism will bear, the efforts to save it in face of
the "quick and single-source journalism", and other aspect related to the issue.
For the purpose of the study, a survey has been conducted with professionals and ordinary
citizens, who were asked to tell how well they were informed about the events, the sources/media
they get information from, the reasons why they read more newspapers than news portals or the
other way around, who buying of a newspaper has been replaced by reading on their phones or
other electric devices, the type of the news and the rubrics they prefer reading, the "sweet
deception" they come across in the "new journalism," and other issues related to the newspapers
and internet.
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Abstract. The main purpose of this research is to get opinion an insight of the independence and
credibility of the media in Kosovo. The survey was focused on several areas to obtain an opinion
from the population on media industry in areas such as media freedom, information credibility,
political influence and how the information is obtained (TV, radio, internet, other). The survey
included more than 1000 direct interviews that included urban and rural areas proportionally in
all regions of the Kosovo as well as age, gender etc. The results show that majority of the
population has an average trust in media, where social networks are believed to have more
freedom in posting views and expressions compare to TV/radio and online news portals etc. Also,
during the research it was noted that majority of the audience obtains information from TV,
internet based social media/online portals with their focus in local news events, followed by
international news events, sports etc. The research concludes that the interviewees requested
more professionalism and improvement of quality of the information by the media industry.
Key words: Events, Independence, media, insight, industry, information, news, opinion, quality.
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Abstract: We are now aware of the fact that social media are irrevocably conditioning the
formation of new generation in many aspects. Despite the resistance that these new forms face
every day, the education of our youth in university auditoriums cannot be saved from the stream.
The lecturers’ job becomes more difficult because their courses require logic and concentration
from the students, which clearly lacks from the opposite side of the classroom. In this
presentation, we are going to treat the case of social networks integration in different courses, as
an inevitable element for the students already. We will deal with the pros and cons debate
between scholars about this type of mechanism, which helps, but it also impedes at the same
time, the process of reading. Anyway, in the case of divorce between the majorities of youth with
the book, social networks are seen as a positive opportunity of approaching them to each other.
Young aged lecturers who also are great users and followers of social networks mainly embraced
this approach, which at the same time justifies students’ attitudes at its most. Cases of integration
of social media with the purpose of approaching students to reading have become more tangible
in our auditoriums. In order to enlighten this recent years phenomenon of the higher education,
but not only, we are going to delve deeper in the case, starting from the students of University
“Aleksander Moisiu” Durrës case study through the questionnaires for the students of philology
and education study programs. Our aim is to bring results from the quantitative and qualitative
methods of research over the actual situation of the students related to reading; with the losses
and benefits that students themselves can achieve; with the acknowledgement and admission of
“praising critique” of media communication etc. These are more or less the focus issues of this
paper, as well as object for discussion and constructive debate in this conference.
Keywords: media and communication, social networks, esthetics, social media, author, reader.
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Abstract. Expansion of Internet and creation of online media have offered more opportunities
for freedom of expression, civic journalism and democracy in general, however, the extended
freedom has raised new concerns, related to ethics above all, where the most pressing are
associated to hate speech, inaccuracy of information, inappropriate language in online media, etc.
Whatsoever, it must be emphasized that evolution of technology is not the main and only factor
generating problematic issues related to ethics, especially in online media. There are other
factors, too. Bearing in mind that content of online media is created by a whole variety of
categories of individuals – not necessarily journalists – consequently raises dilemmas about
professional ethics which, as mentioned above, are intensely expressed in online media.
Such an element and consistent concerns related to reporting, journalism standards in online
media and professional ethics were the main reasons to focus on this topic, which addresses the
dilemma on whether we need to create new reporting standards for online journalism.
With the aim of elaborating this research topic I will address the key dilemmas, such as the
hypothesis whether online media are the future of journalism, and if yes, how to make them more
professional and more ethical.
In this research, I paid particular attention to the development of online journalism in Kosova,
regulatory framework, common mistakes that news portals make, and legal and ethical violations.
Ethical issues in online journalism and ethical behavior in websites is a debate that nowadays
generate continuous discussions, not only about the ethical standards, but also about the future
of journalism in the digital era and Internet journalism.
With this mind, this topic seeks to address the following questions and dilemmas:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Do privacy and quality of reporting remain challenges in online journalism?
Are online portals the ultimate address of information?
To what extent is ethics observed in online journalism and which are the legislation
and ethical concerns?
Which are the damages caused by legal violations during reporting?
Are Internet and Self-Regulation a new challenge?
Is the future of online media safe?
What is the role of the Print Media Council in raising awareness about online media in
Kosova?
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Abstract. In this study was conducted isolation and identification of Salmonella Enteritidis in
eggs, faeces and bodies of poultry for egg production. The species Salmonella Enteritidis are
known as main pathogen on the appearance of Salmonella in poultry all over the world. In the
paper, besides the isolation and identification of serovars of this pathogen is also determined the
sensitivity or resistance to some routine antibiotics used in poultry. The study was conducted in
private poultry farms and in the region of Shtime, Ferizaj Lipljan and Kosovo. Samples taken
from faeces, eggs (white, vitelusi and shells) and organs (liver, spleen, intestines and cloaca) have
undergone the method ISO 6579: 2002, the standard method for detection of Salmonella
Enteritidis and under antibiogram test by the Kirby –Bauer method, in accordance with standard
of institutes and clinical and CLSI laboratories. Extraction and transport of samples collected
from private poultry farms is made by the Codex Alimentarius. Laboratory examinations were
performed at Second Level Security. There are controlled a total of 312 samples, where have
been isolated 28 strains of Salmonella spp, 13 of these strains were Salmonella Enteritidis, for
which is performed antibiogram test. Results about sensitivity and resistance of strains acquired
are as follows: Gentamicin 10mcg-S / 63.73 and R / 22.26% of, Trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole
SXT 25 mcg - S / 35.73 and R / 12.06%, Ampicillin Amp 2 mcg S / 15.6 and Cephalexin 60.9%
R- and S-CL 30mg / 15:56 and R / 7.2%.
Keywords: Salmonella Enteritidis, pathogen, antibiotic, serovars, strains.
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Abstract. Understanding clients’ needs and adapting the qualitative provision of services has
always been a challenge for higher education institutions, particularly in a reforming education
context. In a competitive higher education provision, the overall student satisfaction goes beyond
a qualitative education. It includes also students’ wellbeing while progressing at academic level
that comprises important aspects, such as catering, study environment, teacher- student
relationship/communication, administration and other important issues related to learning
outcomes and student’s campus life. Therefore, the aim of this study was to adapt new tools for
quality assurance in higher education in Kosovo from a comprehensive satisfaction perspective.
The study discusses methodological approaches from a piloting study phase.
Keywords: education quality assurance, student satisfaction, methodology
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AN ASSESSMENT OF THE CONTAMINATION OF
HEAVY METALS IN LEPENCI RIVER, KOSOVO
Hyrije Koraqi1,Mihone Kerolli-Mustafa1
UBT – Higher Education Institution, Lagjja Kalabria, 10000 p.n., Prishtine,
Kosovo
{hyrie.koraqi, mihone.kerolli}@ubt-uni.net

1

Abstract. The aim of this study is to assess and present heavy metal contamination of water
samples of Lepenci River, Kosovo.The Basin of River Lepenci is located in South-Eastern part
of Kosovo with surface of 650 km2 and is located in the area with high anthropogenic pressure,
were the contamination of river with different pollutants presents a complex long-term
environmental problem. The water samples from Lepenci River were collected from six stations
every three months. These stations are covering the upstream and downstream sites of major
industrial area of Hani Elezit city close to Sharrcem Cement producing factory as the only
Cement producing factory in the country,located on the border with Macedonia.This Cement
producing factory apart from air and soil pollution is considered as main source of contamination
for the river water as well due to the direct discharged of waste water without any prior
treatment.International permissible limits (75/440/EEC) and Kosovo National limits
(UA13/2008) were applied to assess the river water contamination. The concentration of heavy
metals: Zn, Cd, Pb, Cu, Ni in water samples from Lepenci River were determined to assess the
level of contamination. The concentrations of heavy metals were measured using inductively
coupled plasma - optical emission spectrometry (ICP–OES) in accordance with standard method
US EPA 6010C. The results showed that the Lepenci River is heavily polluted and is classified
to category IV to V. The results were summarized using the box plots descriptive statistical

method. In order to protect the river water from further contamination, the remediation options
in order to reduce the anthropogenic discharges are suggested.
Keywords: Heavy metal, Lepenci River, contamination, ICP/OES.
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Traditional mathematics and new methods of teaching
through programming together with students
Robert Kosova1, Loreta Nakuçi Pëllumbi2
University „Aleksander Moisiu“. Faculty of Information Technology.
Department of Mathematics. Street „Currila 1“. Durrës. Albania
Institute „Harry T. Fultz“. Street "Mine Peza", Tirana. Albania.
Abstract. We are used to the traditional methods of teaching mathematics. The textbook, the
blackboard and a chalk have been for centuries a wonderful part of teaching. And, they always
will be. Traditional teaching methods of mathematics are a wonderful legacy of our educational
system that have educated generations of teachers, engineers, administrators, managers, leaders,
and economists. American universities websites, the video- lectures of the best professors of
well-known disciplines such as statistics, operational research, number theory, algebra, game
theory, show impressing large blackboards, all over the auditor's walls. We always will need and
admire traditional mathematics. But, beyond the lessons, especially in applied disciplines,
students need to learn the software created for discipline applications. Making IT students to
learn and, more important, to create applications and programs following the theoretical lessons
is a useful way to help them understand better the theoretical knowledge. Similarly, other
“theoretical” math disciplines such as number theory, game theory, geometry can be used to. The
idea of making a group of IT students and the professor to create a package of applications for
the math courses is a very useful process to a more advanced stage of teaching.
Keywords: education, tradition, technology, mathematics, programming.
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